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Abstract

The end of the cold war and the emerging crisis in the

Persj-an GuIf prompted a reconsideration of American foreign

poÌÍcy. As a result of these changes in international

politics, President Bush of f ered the New I,IorId Order as a

potential solution to the Gul-f crisj-s. The utilization of

three distinct, perspectives facilitates the process of

understanding the NWO and illuminates the various elements

at play in Bushrs PolícY.

The first perspective addresses the affects of American

exceptionalism and rhetorical symbolism utilized by Bush to

t.est the wat,ers of Àmerican pubtic opinion. The manipulation

of rhetoric by Bush served as an important device in his

attempt to foster support and understanding from the public

for US action. It also served to confirm American J-eadership

and exceptional-ism in the eyes of the masses making

foreign policy implernentation more easily attainable.

The purpose of the second perspective was to ill-ustrate

and del-ineate the significance of the various traditions

associated with American foreign policy since the founding

of the republic. The importance of the liberal-democratic

tradition, especialJ-y the wilsonian variation, and of

realism and idealisn serve as intel-lectual touchstones in

the creation and implementation of the NWo-

The third perspectíve analyzes the influence of

external structural deterininants upon the development and

ut



implementatíon of the NWO. Incl-uded is a study of the

various influences exerted by strategic systemic changes on

the conduct of American foreign policy in the post-

containment era.

Fj-nally, the notion of isolationisrn as a f easible

policy option in US foreign rel-ations is revealed as a

chimera. Whereas isolationism had been essential to the

development of the US in the early years of the republic, it

now represents an outdated school of thought. Furthermore'

the relative success of American-Led action in the Gul-f

alleviated the latent fear of isolationism felt by political

elites in the US. This Iatent. fear serves as an explanatory

thread within the three perspectives. Pragmatism, as a

functj-on of dichotomous schools of thought, is revealed as

the only feasibl-e source of foreign policy.

lv



Foreword

The end of the cold war and the ernerging crisis in the

Persian GuIf prompted the Bush Àdmínistration to reconsider

the basis of American foreign poJ-icy. The relatively stable

and predictable behavj-or of t.he Superpowers and their

respective spheres of influence had been repJ-aced by a

potentially Iess stabl-e international environment. In

response to the Gulf crisis, President Bush began to make

use of the phrase rtNe\,rl World Orderrr (NWO). The purpose of

the thesis is to come to a better understanding of Bushrs

NWO using three PersPectives.

Each of the chapters in this thesis examines one of

three perspectives which provides us with an understanding

of the meaning and sj-gnif icance of the phrase New t^Iorld

Order. The fj-rst perspective addresses Àmerican

excepti-onalism and rhetorical symbolisml as used by

President Bush to tead the American public into the GuIf

War. The second perspective discusses the liberal--democratic

tradition in American foreign policy, especially its

I^iil-sonian variation. The third perspective incorporates the

external structural- changes occurrj-ng within the

international system which provj-ded the catalysts for Bushrs

rhetoric and actions.

This study witl be undertaken on two political levels.

First, the narrow focus concentrates on the domestic

I Symbolism is defined as the practice of representing things by symbols, or of investing things with a

symbolic meaning or character. A metaphor is described as an implied comparison betrveen two djfferent

things; figure of speech in which a word or phrase that ordinarily means one thing is used of another

thing in order to suggest a likeness between the two'



politicat setting. the first two perspectives are identified

and their significance examined. Chapter One introduces

President Bushrs use of the phrase rrNew Wor1d Orderrt as a

slogan to rationalize American involvement in the Gul-f War.

As a part, of this evaluation, the key elements of Bushrs NWO

are identified as well as the Ameri-can role in the Gulf t{ar.

Chapter Two focuses on the importance of rhetorical

symbolism and American exceptionalism. fn Chapter Three, the

relevance of the Wilsonian tradit,ion in Àmerican foreign

policy will be assessed.

Chapter 4 introduces the broader context and the second

l-evel- of analysis which assesses American foreign policy and

the NWO concept in terms of changes in the international

system. Chapter 4 includes an analysis of the myriad changes

in the system and the impact Lhey have had and will continue

to exert on the conduct of US foreign policy. These changes

include: the end of the Cold War and containment, strategic

systemic changes, American declinism, US-Russian reJ-ations,

as well as polarity and the balance of por^rer.

The relationship among these perspectives forms an

explanatory link for Bushts NWO. Changes in the

international system (i.e. the end of the Col-d War and the

crisis in the Persian GuIf) prornpted a reaction by foreign

policy-makers in t,he us. They sought to elicit support

amongst the public for policy initiatives regarding Saddam

Husseinrs aggression against Kuwait. The domestic politicaJ-

source of Bushrs NWO (i.e. the appeal to American public



opinion) evolved as a result of the changes Ín US foreign

policy engendered by changes in the international system. In

this context, the liberal-democratic tradition in Àmerican

politics became an important catalyst for domestic politícal

support.

In other words, Bushts NWO in part developed as a

response to the external structural changes in the

international- system. This created the need for hin to

employ rhetorical symbol j-srn regarding American

exceptional-j-sm in order to ascertain the level of domestic

support, for intervention in the GuIf. His use of the NWO was

rooted in the l-iberal--democratic tradition of US foreign

policy. The origins of Bush's policy can be traced back to

earJ-y periods of Àmerican di-plonacy. Thus, this approach to

underst,anding the NI^IO encompasses both the domestíc and

external political determinants of US foreign policy and

hence j-ntegrates all three perspectives.

Not, only do these perspectives provide a better
understanding of the NWO, but they also reveal an underlying

problen facing US foreign policy at the end of the Cold War.

This problem consists of the dormant fear of isol-ationism.

Politica1 elites j-n the US, arguably, fear a return to

isolationism as a result of the changes in the international
system. The study of Àmerican isol-ationism, both historical
and contemporary I as a latent fear of poJ-ítical elites,

reveals the importance of continued US commitment to an

active role in international politics. The relatj-vely



prudent nature of the intervention in the GuIf served to

ratj-onalize continued US Ieadership and interventionism

despite the end of the Cold war.

The changing nature of the international system has

prompted the us to adapt its foreign polj-cy to these

changes. Certain elements of tradition and change in

American foreign policy need to be wedded in order to

maintain some semblance of stability in the broader context

of international relations. Bushrs NWO provides a potential

starting point for such an assimilation.

The NWO served as a prudentialJ-y irnplemented policy

designed to reconfirm Americars ability to intervene

successfully in the Persian Gulf crisis. Unlike the

indeterrninate nature of the Bosnian crisj-s, the Gulf War

provided a cl-ear-cut test of American power at manageable

cost opposing a clearly definable aggressor. The Gulf crisj-s

served as an ideal opportunity for Bush to establish a NI'IO,

hence laying the groundwork for policy-rnakers in the post-

containment era.

Furthermore, Bush's policy enabled the us to pursue its

national interest in terms of its stake in the maintenance

of stability in international politics. The maj-ntenance of

US commitments rernains essential to domestic poÌitical

stabiJ-ity and international order. Americars continued

world leadership also serves the purpose of suppressing the

fears of isol-ationism. The assertive nature of US actions in



the Gul-f served to combat the l-atent fear of isolationism

felt by political elites in the US.

)r



Chapter L: Bushrs !{WO :An Int,roduction

The events that dominated international poJ-it'ics during

the Bush adrninistration signaled the conclusion of an era in

US foreign policy. Correspondingly, Robert J. Lieber argues

that rf the end of the Cotd War and the collapse of the

Soviet Union have triggered a fundamental reexamination of

world polit,ics and the future of American foreign polj-cy.rr2

The correlation between the future of world politics and

that of US foreign poticy is one of symbiosis. The US has

retained it,s role as the dominant actor in the system. As a

function of its rol-e, the US must continue to provide

foreign policy leadership in the international system. In

order to do so, Jonathan Clarke poj-nts out that:

À successful foreign policy requires an
intellectual underpinning or rnooring in a vision
of the country's mission in the world.-

As a result of this conviction, the Bush administration

sought a slogan it could champion as a ne\Á/ vision of US

foreign policy. Doyle McManus recounts the inception of the

catch-phrase:

One Àugust(1990) mornj-ng in Kennebunkport, Maine,
Bush took his national- security advisor, Brent
Scowcroft, for a ride on his presidential
speedboat, Fidelity. Four hours later, the
president came ashore with a ringing sloganrthat
Scowcroft had offered: ttThe new worl-d order.rr=

'Robert J. Lieber "Existential Realism Affer the Cold Wa¡" The Washinqton Ouarterlv VOL. 16, NO. l.
Winter 1993 p. 155.
3Jonathan Cla¡ke "The Conceptual Poverty of U.S. Foreign Policy" The Atlantic Monthlv September 1993

p.55. Emphasisadded.
aDoyle McManus "A new world order: Bush's vision still fi2ry" Milwaukee Journal February 24.l99l p.

)



The New Wor1d Order (t{WO) wouJ-d become synon}rmous with

American foreign policy in the Persian GuIf. The future of

US foreign poticy found temporary roots in the sJ-oganeering

of the Bush administration:

our objectives remain clear: fraq must withdraw
from Kuwait cornpletely, immediately, and without
condition. Kuwaitrs legitinate government must be
restored, the security and stability of the
Persj-an Gulf assured, and American citizens abroad
must be protected. And finaL7y, a tifth objective
can emerge from these: a new world order in which
the nations of the world, east and wegt, north and
south, can prosper and Tive xogether.-

Bushrs remarks to Arab-American Groups in Washington,

DC, on September 24, 1-990 represents one speech in many in

which the NWo was utilized as a policy catch-phrase. From

August I L99O until his departure from office in January,

L993, Bush frequently cited the NWO in his addresses and

speeches. As Edelman argues, the constant repetition of

rhetoric serves a specific function:

Chronic repetitj-on of clichés and stale phrases
that serve only to evoke a conditional uncritical-
response is a time-honored habit among polj-ticians
and a mentally restful one for their
audiences...once a term becomes a vehicle for
expressing a group interest it goes without saying
that it rrs in no sense descriptive, but only

bevocat1ve.

fn terms of its rhetorical value, the NI^IO as a slogan

relatively effective in US Gulf War policy. The end of

Cold War and the tensions and dilenmas which accompanied

sceorge Bush "US Action in the Gulf: A Matter of Principle" US Department of Stâte Dispatch I. NO.5,

October 1, 1990G p. 130. President Bush's rema¡ks to Arab-American Groups in WashingtorL DC,

September 24, 1990. Emphasis added.

lvturray Edelman The Symbolic Uses of Politics (University of Illinois Press. Chicago) 1974 pp. 124-125.

was

the



it allowed Bush to propose an alternative vision for US

foreign policy.

Bushrs NwO slogan in part emerged in response to the

American domestic political reaction to the rraqi invasion

of Kuwait. As a result of the transitional nature of the

international system, changes in the conduct of interstate

relations became inevitabl-e. The sources of behavior during

the Col-d War were invariably l-inked to Superpower tension

and the threat of nucfear confrontation. The conclusion of

the Cotd War brought a system of dipJ-omacy to an end. The

US would now be capable of pursuing its foreign policy

objectives without the interference of a communist

Superpower. Às part of this ne\^t era in international

relations, a new slogan or catch-phrase would tenporarily

descríbe US foreign polÍcy. The choice of the NwO catch-

phrase was quickly precipitat,ed by the events leading to the

Gul-f War. Will-ian Safire commented that:

As the phrase caught otrr Mr. Bush gave it a
context of cooperative action to stop aggression.
In his 1-991- State of the Union Message, he called
upon the world rrto fulfilltr the long-held promise
of a new worTd order where brutality will go
unrewarded ,and aggression will- meet collective
resistance.

the use of rhetorical syrnbolism and metaphor by Bush

was not novel-. However, the NWO dÍd signify the end of an

era. Both the language of polj-tics and the conduct of

foreign rel-ations changed during the Bush adninj-stration.

twilliam Safire "The New New World Order" The Nerv York Times Magazine February I7, l99l p. 14



The most important, changes in US foreign policy concerned

the end of the bipolar conflict" New avenues of diplonacy

would have to adopted while others \^¡ere abandoned as part of

a foregone era"

As Laurence Martj-n states, the end of the Col-d War

enabled US policy-makers to contemplate a new era in foreign

policy:

All the great v¡ars of the past two centuries have
been followed by a blueprint for maintaining peace
and order. This was so in 1-81-5, L9L9t L945 and
again in L99L, ât the end of the Col-d War.
Indeed, President Bush quoted Winston Churchill-'s
hope, expressed at the promulgation of the
Atlantic Charter, of a worl-d order in which tthe
principles of justice and fair play, protect the
weak against the strongt. The President envisaged
this as a world j-n which the oUnited Nations at
last fulfill-ed its ov¡n Charter."

The events leading to the successful execution of

Operatj-on Desert Storm were of a specific and fundamentally

unique nature. The political condit,ions in the

internatj-onal sysLem al-lowed Bush to induJ-ge his notion of a

Nwo in a specific and unJ-que foreign poJ-icy situation. Any

assurnption of the NWO as a rrblueprintt' for US foreign policy

in the post-containment era, however, would be faulty.

Perhaps it would be more appropriate to assume that the NWO

was meant to serve as a potential basis from which foreign

poticy in the post-Co1d War era coul-d be derived. Bush

described the Nwo as the implementation of principles which

always had a place in Amerícan diplonacy. The end of the

tl,aurence Ma¡tin "National Security in a New World Order" The World Today February, 1992 p.21.



Cold 9,Iar allowed the US to pursue more easily these

principles without the interference of the Soviet Union:

[f{]e and our European allies have moved beyond
containment to a policy of active engagement in a
world no longer driven by CoId I¡Iar tensions and
anirnosj-ties. You see, as the Cold War drew to an
end we saw the possibilities of a ne\^/ order in
which nations worked together to promote peace and
prosperity. Itm not talking here of blueprint
that wii-I govern the conduct of nations or some
supranati-onal- structure or institution. The new
world order does not mean surrendering our
national sovereignty or forfeiting our int,erests.
It realIy descrj-bes a responsibility imposed by
our successes. It refers to new ways of working
with other nations to deter aggression and to
achieve stability, to achieve prosperity and,
above aIl, to achieve peace. This order, this
ability to work together, got its first real test
in the Gulf war. For the first time, a regional
conflict - the aggression against Kuwait - did not
serve as a proxy for superpower confrontation.
For the first time, the United Nations Security
Council, free from the clash of Cold war
ideologies, functioned as its designers j-ntended -
a force ofor conflict resol-ution in collective
security.'

Despite the NI{Ots departure from the norm of Cold War

rhetoric which focused almost exclusively on the Soviet

Union, the general guiding principles of US forej-gn polj-cy

remained intact. The transitional nature of the

international system did not al-ter the objectives the US

woul-d pursue in international rel-ations. The same values

and interests which had dominated US foreign policy since

the founding of the republic had remained intact. The

maintenance of territorial integrity, national securityr âs

'George Bush "The New World Order: Relations with Europe and the Soviet Union" Foreign Polic)'
Bulletin - The Documenta{v Record of United States Foreien Policy VOL. l, NO. 6, May/June l99l p.32.

Add¡ess by President Bush at Maxwell Air Force Base Wa¡ College, Montgomery". Alabam4 April 13.

1990.
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well as the maintenance and promotion of a political-

economic system all remained essential- poJ-icy objectiv"".t0

The values and interests which had all-owed the US to rise to

a hegernonic position would not be displaced. The end of the

communist threat allov¿ed the US to focus on US-Russian

cooperation as well as the further promotj-on of democratic

values and market trade on a global scal-e.11

The same values which have dominated Àmerican foreign

policy for over two hundred years remain relevant today.

The epistemology of foreign policy from one era to another

may vary, only in degree, rather than in kind. A certain

element of continuity continues to exist in the creatj-on of

American foreign policy based on the desire to ful-fiIl the

national interest. The same sources of policy which had

guided policy in the past would continue to exercise their

influence on the NWo. The paramount j-nterests of security

and survival- , of prosperity and st.ability remains

inextrj-cably linked to the national interest,.

Rhetorical Syurbolism

During the Bush adrninistratÍon, various epistemological

sources emerged to provide cogency for a potentially new era

toAny foreign policy which operates under tle standffd of fhe national interest must obviously have some

reference to the physical, political, and culh¡ral entity which we call a nation [n a world where a number

of sovereign nations compete n.ith and oppose each other for power, the foreip policies of all nations

must necessa¡ily refer to their su¡vival as their minimum requirements. Thus all nations do what they

cannot help but do: protect physical, political, and cr¡ltu¡al identity against encroachments by other
natíons. tlans J. Morgenthau "Anotier "Great Debate": The National Interest Of The United St¿tes" The
American Political Science Revierv VOL. 46, NO. 4. December, L952 p. 912.
t'stanley R Sloan "The US Role in a New World Order: Prospects for George Bush's Global Vision" CRS

Report for Congress Ma¡ch 28. l99l pp. L-2 & William Schneider " 'Rambo' and Reality: Having It Both
Ways" in Kenneth A. ùe, Robert J. Lieber, and Donald Rothchild eds. EaEüe Resureent? The Reågan Era
in American Foreign Policv (Little, Brown and Compaly, Boston) 1987 p. 53.
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in foreign policy. Domestically, internal political forces

as well as the liberal-democratic tradj-tion provided tÌ,/o

valuable perspectives from which to study the NWO.

The nature of rhetorical symbolism employed by

President Bush manifested itself in an appeal to Amerj-can

patriotism. Catch-phrases remained an irnportant instrument

of presj-dential publj-c relations. Similar uses of language,

such as containment during the Cold War, served important

roles in defining the American purpose. Thís traditj-on in
American foreign policy continued with President Bush.

Numerous cornparisons have been made with former

President Woodrow Wil-son as a.result of Bushrs use of the

NWO. Wilson al-so used catch-phrases as exenplified in his

desire rrto make the world safe for democracyrr as part of his

Fourteen Points. Joseph Nye argues that Bushrs vision r^¡as

not novel in American foreign polJ-cy:

Like Woodrow Wilsonts fourteen points or Franklin
Rooseveltrs four freedoms, George Bushrs rhetoric
expressed goals designed to rally public support
when a liberal democracy goes to war. But after
the war, when reality intruded, people \^¡ere led to
compare the impeqf,ect outcome of the war with an
inpossible ideal.*'

UnIike tlilson, however, Bush sought to achieve his

policy ends by different means. Ideologically, Bushts

foreign policy had elements of both the idealist and realist

traditions of American foreign policy. The goals and

objectives of Bushts foreign policy were often communicated

r2Joseph 
S. Nye Jr. Understanding International Conflicts: An Introduction to Theory and History (Harper

Collins College Publishers. New Yorþ 1993 p. 189.
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in utopian-like rhetoric surrounding the NWO, but their
achievement was pursued by the exercise of force and other

realist techniques. Thus, his conduct of foreign policy
incorporated elements of both j-deologj-cal tradit,ions.

As a result of this ideological assinilation, the Bush

administ,ration was successful in its conduct of policy
during the GuIf crisis. The rhetoric used by Bush helped to

rationalize multilateralism in the Gulf as weII as promoting

American patriotism by linking the nilitary response to the

NWO. According to Lawrence Freedman, one can detect two

versi-ons of the NWO:

The first and most optj-nistic and positive version
of the concept offers the vision of an
international community achieving its most
cherished values of peace, stability, justice and
prosperity. The second, and more moderate,
version simply suggests that the international
community is now better "þ+" to cope with
challenges to its basic norms.--

Rhetorically, Bush appeared to embrace the first
versj-on, as delineated by Freedman, but in terms of US

actions the second version is more likeIy the reality. The

NWO proposed a novel approach to the undertaking of foreign

relations. The Bush adni-ni-stration was successful in its
conduct of policy in the GuIf crisis and the rhetoric
associated with the situation promoted pubJ-ic support. The

administrationrs policy \,ras not, however, without fault. It
v/as through a systematic study of the aforementioned topics

r3lawrence Freedman "The Gulf Wa¡ and the new world order" Sun'ival VOL. 33, NO. 3, MaylJune l99l
p. 196.
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that the validity of the president's NWO can be fairly

understood. The future of such policy in Àmerican foreign

relations may be contingent on the ability of policy-makers

to adapt to the changing international- environment as

President Bush dÍd during the Gul-f crisis.

Key elements of the NWO vision

The Gul-f Crisis in 1990-91 provided the source from

which President Bush could institute his vision of a New

l{orld Order:

When President Georgie Bush declared war from the
OvaI Office Jan. 1-6 l1-ggLl, there was one phrase
that resonated arnid the rest of the rhetoric: tI^Ie

have before us the opportunity to forge for our-
sel-ves and for future generations a New WorLd
Order, a worJ-d where the rule of law, not the rple
of the jungle, governs the conduct of nations.r-=

After the lraqi invasion of Kur^/ait in Àugust 1990, Bush

made numerous statements regarding the crisis in the Persian

Gulf. During this period of time, he sought Lo clarify

Americars position concerning the GuIf crisis as to the

potentj-al future of international politics:

We stand today at a unique and extraordinary
moment. The crisis in the Persian Gulf, âs grave
as it is, also offers a rare opportunity to move
toward a historic perJ-od of cooperation. Out of
these troubled times, our fifth objective a nev¡
world order can emerge; a new era freer from
the threat of terror, stronger in the pursuJ-t of
justice, and more secure in the quest for peace,
an era in which the nations of the world, East and
Westr No.,5th and South, can prosper and live in
harmonv.'

toRod Mcqueen "Bush calls the rvorld to order" Financial Post January 19. l99l p. 7.

'tceorge Bush "Towa¡d a New World Order" United States Department of State Dispatch VOL. I, NO. 3.

1990E p. 91. Add¡ess before a joint session of Congress, Washingtorq DC. September I I, 1990.
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Prompted by this crj-sis in the Middle East, the

President sought to propose a new catch-phrase in American

foreign policy. Regardless of criticism, Bush atternpted to

outline his new polÍcy objectives in order to correspond to

the changing nature of the international system. Bushrs

vision was nainly focused on the events in the GuIf rather

than on the international system as a whole. He recogni-zed

the opportunity for the US to maintain its leadership role

in international poli-tics at a time when its infl-uence and

power were desperatelY needed:

We are in a nev¡ era one fuII of promise- But
events in the past two weeks remind us that their
is no substitute for American leadership, and
American leadership cannot þe effective in the
absence of Anerican strength.

Furthermore, the example of AmerÍcan action in the Gulf

woul-d hopefully provide a basis for future US actions in the

post-Co1d War era. The US would now be able to focus its

capabilities more effectively on a specific crisis without'

the overarching presence of a communist Superpower or

competitor.

The NI^IO became an apparent building block for the

future of American foreign policy. The actions of the US and

Bushrs rhetoric provi-ded a basis for the selling of poli-cy

in the Gulf. The objectives outl-ined in Bushrs speechlT

reflected the conduct of American foreign policy in the Gul-f

tuceorge Bush "Against Aggression in the Persian Gulf' United States Depa¡tment of State Dispatch

VOL. 1, NO. l, September 3, 19908 p. 54. Address to employees at the PentagorL Washingtor¡ DC,

August 15, 1990.
¡tceorge Bush op. cit., l99o G
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but did not necessarily reflect the general changes in

international politics.

The successful prosecution of Operation Desert Storm

validated President Bushrs rhetoric, but left, the issues of

change in the international system unaddressed. The NWO of

the Gul-f lacked the foresight of how it could be

extrapoì-ated to a globaÌ context despite the strength of its

rhetorical fervor. The means utilized against lraq by t'he

US and íts coalition partners were not representative of how

alI future confl-j-cts coul-d be managed. Furthermore, the

utilization of the UN in the GuIf represented an anomaly in

that the organization would have to recognize some of the

inherent problems within its structure such as the make-up

of the Security Council in a changing international-

environment. The Securi-ty Council- no longer represents the

distribution of power in the international system but rather

the powers of the Cold War st'atus quo:

The United Nations can do great things. No, the
United Nations is not perfect. Its not a panacea
for world problems. But it. is a vital forum where
the nations of the world seek to replace confl-ict'
with cj3nsensus, and it must remain a forum for
peace.

ttceorge Bush "Outlines of a New World of Freedom" Department of State Bulletin VOL. 89, NO. 2152,

November 1989D p. 28. (President Bush's address to the 44 th session of the UN General Assembll'on

September 25, 1989). It is interesting to note, however. as Lan)'Bernan a¡d Bruce W. Jentleson argue ,

that in building the international coalitiorl Bush proved to be a skillful bargainer bl'trading advaltages in

return for support for international sanctions against lraq. The administration c¿nceled Egpt's $7 billion

debt, convinced Saudi A¡abia to give $l billion in aid to Moscow, allorved Turke-v- to ship 50 percent more

textiles to US markets, ended China's eighteen-month diplornatic isolation (by agreeing to welcome the

Chinese foreign minister in Washinglon), shipped new rveåpons to Israel, and brought Hafez Assad of
Syria into the anti-Iraq coalition (rvith a visit from President Bush). And, for the fust time, the Soriet

Union joined the United States as an ally in Middle East policy formulation. See "Bush and the Post-Cold
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President Bushts vision of global peace and stability

are inherently utopian and represent a future system v¡hich

cannot be achieved via the means used during the course of

the Gulf crisis. The goals and objectives of the NWO are

reflective of a short-sighted foreign poticy. As Michael D.

Wallace et al. point out, in crisis situations, leaders

begin to focus on short-term ttquick-fixestt rather than on

medium or long-term lasting solutions.19

The short-term Successes and benefits accrued from the

coal-ition effort do not properly represent the future of

international relat,íons. President Bushrs goals of peace and

security, ttto stand up with other nations against, aggression

and to preserve the sovereignty of nations"20are not without

merit but require a clearer definition of the means of

achieving these ends. As C1arke poínts out, US behavior in

the GuIf appeared to represent an initiatj-on of policy which

coul-d only be pursued with great difficulty:

Foreign policy can no longer be formulated in a
resource -vacuum. In his inaugural address in 1989
President Bush said that' America had rmore wiII
than walletr...the time has come torralign policy
aspirations with resource realities.

His skillful- coalitj-on-building may not be feasible

under different conditions in the fuLure where energy

Wa¡ World: New Challenges for Americån læadership" in Colin Campbell & Bert A. Rockman eds. The

Bush Presidencv: First Appraisals (Châtham House Publishers Inc., Châtharn, New Jersey) 1991 p. I15.
t\4ichael D. Wallace et. aI. "Politic¿I Rhetoric of Leaders Under St¡ess in the Gutf Crisis" Journal of

Conflict Resolution VOL. 37, NO. 1, March 1993 p. 95.
zoceorge Bush op. cit., 1990 G
2rJonathan Clarke op. cit., 1993 p.62.
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resources such as oil are not at risk. Tucker and

Hendrickson point out that:

The new world order also rest,ed on the likelihood
of the cooperation of the permanent members of the
Security Cbuncil. Without that cooperatigtr. the
united -states would be deprived of the legitimacy
it had enjoyed in the guJ-f crisis. Despite
all j_ance su¡5port of the Àmerican-led action
against rraqr- it was by no means apparent tlt?t
future ^actions could be assured comparable
support. "

The American role: leadersbiP

The role of the US in Bushrs NWO ís one of leadership

among the actors in the globat system. Stanley R. Sloan

states that:

The President has been quite explicit j-n outlining
a leading role for the united States both in
creating ãnd naintaining a new world order. Even
though a¿ninistration rhetoric has occasionally
hedged by arguing that the United States must
r heip t establ_ish or pf ay a 'ma j or rol-e | ( versus
the leading role) in a new world order, the model
of the perlian Gul-f crisis iq" one of strong and
effective American leadership-'"

The role of the US as leader in a new order is representa-

tive of that of first anong equals in pursuit of col-lective

objectives. US J-eadership in the international system is

based on its dominant posl-tion within the hierarchy of

states. Sloan adds that trGeorge Bushts nev¿ world order

vision appears to depend heavily on international support,

if not complet,e consensu s" .24

"Robert W. Tucker & David C. Hendrickson The Imperial Tempúation: The Nerv World Order and

America's Purpose (Council on Foreip Relations Press, New York) 1992 p. 68.
t3stanley R Sloan op. cit., l99l pp.22-23.

'orbid, p.23.
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The leadership exhibj-ted by the President as wel-I as by

the US are similar in that the ability to lead is contingent

upon the response of the US public and the international
community respectively :

Leadership, then, is not to be understood as
something an individual- does or does not have, ât
al-I times and places. ft is always defined by a
specific situation and is recognized in the
response of followers to indiviãual acts and
speeches. If they respond favorably and follow,
therç- is leadership; if they do not, there is,¿anoc.

The importance of this notion rests on the assumption

that the US may have difficulty building another Persian

GuLf-Like consensus. Furthermore, other leading powers may

challenge the US for the leadership and forfeit any

opportunity for fut,ure collective mul-tilateral actions.

Àmericars rol-e in the NWO according t,o Bush is much

more than leadership. Rather, it is a dutifully exercised

obligation to itself and the international community:

lVe must engage ourselves if a new worl-d order, one
more cornpatibl-e with our values and congenial with
our interest, is to emerge...we must lead.
Leadership takes many formst it can be political
or diplomatic, it can be economj-c or military; it
can be moral or spiritual. Leadership can take
any one gf these forms or it can be a combination
of them.'

The leadership, the power, and, yesr the
conscience of the United States of Arnerica all
are essential for a peaceful, prosperous

tsMurray Edelman op. cit., L974 p.75. Emphasis added.
ttceorge Bush "America's Role in the World" United States Department of St¿te Dispatch VOL. 4, NO. 2,

January ll, 1993 p. 13. Address at the West Point Miliøry Academy, West Point, N.Y.. January 5, 1993.
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international or$gr, just
essential for us.-'

as such an order is

As Tucker and Hendrickson point out, Bush was correct

in his assessment of the importance of US leadershj-p in

international- politics :

Even if the Cold War had come to an end, the need
for international order had not. Whether [the US]
welcomed .i-t or not, the task of providing order to
the world was the nation's inescapable lot, given
its positJ-on as the worldrs greatest and most
trusted power. To shoulder this task was not only
a matter of duty but of vital interest as welJ-,
given the nationrs stake in the effectj-ve
functioning of the gJ-oba1 economy and the
spillover effects of insta-biJ-iÇ elsewhere in the
world on the nation's securitY.-"

Bush suggest,ed that the US would be the principal leader

toward, and defender of, a new world order, stating:

IT]oday, in a rapidly changing wor1d, American
Ieadership is indispensable...Yes, the United
States bears a major share of J-eadership in this
effort, Among the nations of the world' only the
United States of America has both the moral
standing and the ¡neans to back it up. Werre the
only nation on t]¡is Earth that could assemble the
forões of peace."

The US role with regard to the Gul-f War was one of

undeniable leadership. However the environrnental conditions

of the international- system are still- plagued with confl-ict

and crises. The US may not be able to muster the necessary

support required for legitJ-mate rnultilateral foreign

interventions. The leadership of the US in the Gulf \¡/as

ttceorge Bush 'America Must Remained Engaged" Unites States Depa¡tment of State Dispatch VOL. 3,

NO. 51, December 21,1992C p. 893. Add¡ess at Texas A&M University. College S[ation, Texas.

December 15,1992.

'sRobert W. Tucker & David C. Hendrickson op. cit., 1992 p. 25.
2e$tenlsy R. Sloan op. cit., 1991 p. 18. Emphasis added.
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nai-nl-y based on three f actors. First, the moral- standi-ng of

the US el-icited respect as result of its strong democratic

values. Second, the military capabilities of the Us

demonstrated its ability to lead by force, if necessary.

Finally, the coal-ition-building capacj-ty of the US cemented

its role as leader.3o

The combination of these three factors may not easily

be achj-eved in the future. Às Rubinstein argues' success in

the GuIf was not sirnply a function of US J-eadership, but a

combination of several- factors:

Five circumstances made for success in the gulf
crisis: US Ieadership; US-Soviet cooperation; US
nilitary capability; the role of the United
Nations; and the willj-ngness of nations to share
the burd.n.tt

The changing nature of the international system may not

all-ow the conf luence of such circumstances in t,he

foreseea-ble future. A shift from the Cold [.lar oriented

ideological conflict to one based on economic globalisn and

regional nationalism may force the US to reevaluate its

leadership role.

The US can no longer afford to maintain the sane

foreign policy posture as it had during the Col-d War.

Hendrickson and Tucker point out that:

The US was no longer the defender of freedom
against the threat of Soviet totalitarianism. If
the endemic dangers of the old worl-d nevertheless
remained, it was necessary to acknowledge that the
dangers were not the same as those that had

3olbid., p. t8.

"Alvin Z. Rubinstein "Nerv World Order or Hollow Victory?" Foreign Affairs VOL. 70, NO. 4, Fall l99l
p. 54.
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dominated the period of the cold war. Being
different in character, they required a different
vision of the nationts role. To maintaj-n a peace
that remained fragile and subject to instabíIity
called more for a policeman than the l-eader of a
coal-ition confronted by a hostile an identifiable
adversary. In the new world the adversary was no
longer identifiabl-e in advance; the adversary was
now instability and.çou1d materialize in a variety
of concrete guises."'

The threat of conflict and instability associated with

the bipolar bal-ance of power is being quickly replaced by

many new potential sources of crises. The influence

exercj-sed by the former Soviet Union over its sphere of

infl-uence has all but disappeared and has been repJ-aced by a
power vacuum j-n Central and Eastern Europe as well as j-n al-I

other regions where the USSR had previously chosen to

exercise its influence. The former Soviet Union remains as

one of the main sources of potential crísis, not because of

its direct threat to the West, but because of the threat, to

itself and aIl states associated wj-th it caused by the

fragile nature of inter-republic relations within the

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). The inherent

instability and uneasiness in the CfS makes it a prirnary

focus of US foreign policy.

fn i-ight of the declinist view of American economic

capabilities and the increasing relative importance of

economic issues, the US may be forced to share its hegemonic

position in the internat,ional arena. The interventíon in
the Persian Gulf was as much motivated by access to natural

resources as it was by moral principles of intervention in

"Robert W. Tucker & David C. Hendrickson op. cit., 1992 pp. 26-27. Emphasis added.
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an attempt to alleviate a further decline of American

economic pov¡er. On a number of occasions, the Bush

administration voiced the i-mportance of natural resources

and their impact on the Àmerican economy:

V{e are af so ta}king about maJ-ntaining access to
energ:y resources that are key not just to the
functioning of this country but to the entire
world. our jobs, our way of life I our own
freedom, and the freedom of friendly countries
around the world would al-l suffer if control of
the worldrs greatest oil reserves fell into the
hands of Saddam Hussein.-"

We cannot, allow a situation in which an aggressive
dictator has a rnil-lion-man army/ thousands of
tanks and artillery pieces, hundredq,of jets, and
access to billions of petro-dolfars.-=

our country now imports nearly hal-f the oiI it
consumes and coul-d f EÊe a ma jor threat to j-ts
economic independence. ""

Economics and access to essential resources were

influential factors in the proposal of a NWO. Despite the

pleas of advocates of rrno blood for oiltt, a military

solution was event,ually used to answer Iraqts aggression.

The US leadership role in this endeavor would signal to some

that access to natural resources' rather than principle, has

become the decisive factor in Middle East politj-cs. Luttwak

offers an interesting argument regard-i-ng the moral- aspect of

intervention and access to natura.l- resources. The dilemna

"George Bush "Against Aggression in the Persian Gulf' United States Deoartment of State Dispatch l,
NO. 1, September 3, 19908 p. 54. Emphasis added.
3aDan 

Quayle "The Gulf: In Defense of Moral Principle" United Ståtes Depafment of State Dispatch l,
NO. 17, December 24. 1990 p. 350.
ttceorge Bush "The A¡abian Peninsr¡-la: US Principtes" United Stâtes Department of Ståte Dispatch l.
NO. 1, September 3,19904p.52.
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of weighing the cost of restricted or linit,ed access to

supplies j-mmediately essential- for survival and the use of

force is difficult to resolve. The economic impact of

restricted supplies of natural resources has a tendency of

affecting atl members of the internat,ional community, with

the poor and weak actors being the most susceptible. The

use of force by the US-led coalition j-n the Persian Gulf

shoul-d not be interpreted in strict economic terms, but

rather in terns of a variety of issues. One of these j-ssues

was the maintenance of the rel-ative status quo in the Middle

East and j-n j-nternational- politics. Inevitably, access to

natural resources and regional stability in the Persian GuIf

are areas in which the uS has an enormous stake.36

Regardless of this apparent conflict of interest, the

US role as leader has been reaffirmed by the GuIf war

victory. This begs the question of wheLher the US wiII be

abl-e to mai-ntain j-ts supremacy in the international

hierarchy despite the relative decline of the use of force

j-n favor of economic capabilitj-es. America wiII inevitably

retain its Great Power status but will have to share the

Ieadership role with other powers in a multipolar setting.

Not unlike the fervor of his NWO rhetorj-c, Bush strongly

reasserted Americars position among t,he other actors of the

internat.ional system. Secretary of State Baker addressed

this question on behalf of the adrninistration:

36Edward N. Luttwak "Interyention and Access to Nahual Resources" Hedlev Butl ed. Intervention in
World Politics (Clarendon Press, Oford) 1984 pp. 83-84.
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Ànd let no one bel-ieve that because the Cold War
is over, the United Stgt.es will abdicate its
international- leadership. "

The role the US would play in the NWO was very important to

Bush. He constantly sought to reaffirm Americars

multifaceted strengths which would continue to provide t'he

US $tj-th the influence it. required to lead the j-nternational

system:

The qualities which enabled us to triumph in that
struggte [the Cold War] faith, strength, unity,
and above al-I American leadersQiP are those we
call upon now to win the Peace.'-

The dramatic changes which had taken place since the

end of the Cotd War couJ-d, in part, be attributed to the

role the US had played in international politics. Bush

sought to reassert this leadership roJ-e in the post-CoJ-d War

era. He enumerated the various facets of the American

character which had allowed the US to triumph in the Col-d

War and would enable the US to continue its leadership role:

IT]he patient and judicious application of
American leadership, American power, and Amç¿:ican-
perhaps most of atl - American moral force.--

These el-ements of the 'American character' along with

rnilitary, economic, diplomatic, cultural and other sources

of influence enabted the US to maintain its Superpower

status for decades during the Col-d War. Bush did not wish

ttJames Baker III "Why America is in tle Gulf' United States Department of State Dispatch l, NO. 10,

November 5, 19908 p.237.

"George Bush op. cit.,1992C p. 893.

'nlbid., p.894.
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to see this status eroded, along with the associated

prestige, ei-ther by the changing nature of the international
system or by the apparent changing nature of power. A

radical- change from the status quo of American leadership in
the NWO would be potentially hazardous and disadvantageous

to both the US and the international syst,em. On numerous

occasions, Bush stressed this argument. Despite the

differences of his audiences, his message remained

consistent:

À retreat from Àmerican leadership - from American
invol-vement - woul-d be a mistake for which future
generatiBns, indeed, our own children, would pay
dearly .Recent events Ithe Gu]-f Crisj-sl have
surely proven that there is no substitute for
Àmerican leadership. In the face of tyranny, let
no one doubt American credibility apfl reliability.
Let no one doubt our staying powär.nt

As for Bushrs view of Americars role within the

f ramework of a Ni^¡O, the maintenance of status guo US

l-eadership was essential. The emergence and development of

US power and influence from the formative years of the

Republic to Superpower status \¡¿as impressive. The

maj-ntenance of US power and influence in the NWO could be a

fonnidable challenge. The bipol-ar status quo has been

replaced by a far less predictable and controllabl-e

environment:

As old threats recede, new threats emerge.
quest for the new world order is, in part,
chaJ-[çnøe to keep the dangers of disorder
Þay.

oolbid., p. 895.
o'George Bush op. cit., 1990E p. 92.
otceorge Bush op. cit., L99l p.32.
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The symbolic value of the NWO as a catch-phrase for Bush was

very important. The issue of US J.eadership v/as often
promoted and defended as an essentj-al variable in a stable
post-Cold War worId. The symbolisrn associated with the NWo

played a significant role in maintaining public support for
the US-led intervention in the Persian Gul-f . The noti-on of
American except,ionalism al-so served as an inval_uable

rationalization for an interventionj-st policy.
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Chapter 2- First Perspective: Anerican Exceptionalism and
Rhetorical symbolism

The Orwell-ian nature of the NWO proposal achieved one

significant, victory for Bush other than that in the Gulf; it
galvanized public opj-nion in the US with his purpose. The

overriding intention of the Presidentrs choice of words was

to create support for his administration in order to avoid

domestic political malaise. In order to do so Bush inbued

his statements before, during, and after the Gulf crisis
with notions of American exceptionalism. By promoting a

romantic conception of Americats obligatj-on as the rrchampion

of justicerr, the administration was more easiJ_y abl_e to
fulfitl it.s objectj-ves in the Persian GuIf . US leadershj-p

in the intervention also aided its cause by reinforcing the

mass belief i-n Ànerican hegemony:

In the US there has always been a strong bel-ief j_n
Àmerican exceptionalism. From the start,
Americans have believed that destiny has marked
their country as different from all others that
the United States is, in Lincoln's marvelous
phrase, tan almost chosen nation.r American
greatness seemed like a magnetic field that would
shape the nations contours from sea to sea, and
the expansion across a vast çgntinent seemed to
confirm that manifesÈ destiny.="

Bushrs NWO represented his vÍsj-on of the potential
post-Cold War world in the context of the GuIf crisis. He

made Àmerícan leadership, international confl-ict resolution,

and peace the rnajor themes of his foreign policy. The post-

Col-d War setting of the NWO identified the role the US would

o'Daniel Bell "American 'Exceptionalism'Revisited: The Role of a Civil Society" The Public Interest
Spring 1989 p. 9.
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play, or ought to play in order assure the successful

maintenance of international st,abilitY.nn The symbolisn

associ-ated with the NWO and the desire for continued

American hegemony did more than sirnply rally public support

for the Persian Gulf endeavor. ft also rekindled the glory

of past greatness in American hj-story. Despite t,he fears

associated with American declinism and the emerçJence of neo-

isolationism, the grandeur of the American character \¡¿aS

reaffirrned as a result of the Gul-f experience.

Through the symbolism of the NWO the pervasive themes

of American messianism and mission continued. The noti-ons

of exceptionalism and greatness were also part of Bushrs

GuIf War-NWO rhetoric. Shoring up the confidence and self-

assurance of the American masses provided Bush with the

public mandate to pursue his foreign policy objectives in

the Gutf . American poJ-icy became associated wit,h the

American mission in the world which had developed as a

result of the hj-storical- experiences of the settlers of

America. StuPak argues that:

[T]he Americans started the formulation of their
ideas in foreign relations under the impact of the
political notion of a mission. Reformation of
less fortunate people was Çp be at the forefront
of this mission bf -arnerica. *"

Bush attempted to rekindle a sense of exceptionalism in

US foreign policy which had been dininished by the Vietnam

oostability is defined as the absence of wa¡ and crisis in the international s¡Vem.
asRonald J. Stupak American Foreign-Policy: Assumptions. Processes. and Projections (Harper & Row,

Publishers, New York) 1976 P. ll.
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experience. The purpose of his strongly patriotic and

nationalistíc rhetoric in association with the NI^IO was meant

to ratíonalize Àmerican involvement in the GuIf:

Our action in the gulf is a-bout fighting
aggression and preserving the sovereignty of
nations. It is about keeping our word and
standing by our old friends. It is about our
natj-onal security interests,pnd ensuring the peace
and stability of the world.="

The leadership of the US in the Gulf was also of
paramount j-mportance. Oftenr âs has been cited in Chapter

One, Bush sought to promote the significance of the American

role in j-nternational politics. The apparent mass

acceptance of a US-lead multilateral_ intervention in the

Persian Gulf helped to replenish the patriotism and

chauvinism which had served as a motivation for US actions

in the past. Christopher Thorne notes that president Bush

stated himself that, rAmerica rediscovered itself during

Desert Storm' .47

Bush al-so promoted the not,ion of Àmerican resol_ve as

well as Americars position in international politics as

sources of j-nspiration and enlightenment:

You know how America remains the hope of rtliberty-
Ioving people everywhere.rr Half a century â9o,
the world had a chance to st.op a ruthless dictator
and missed it. I pf,edge to you: We will not make
that rnistake again.="

ouceorge Bush op. cit., l99oB p. 54.
a?Christopher Thorne "Americân Political Culture and the End of the Cold War" Journal of American
Studies VOL.26, NO 3, 1992 p. 330.
otceorge Bush "America's Stand Against Aggression" United States Department of State Dispatch VOL
l, NO l, September 3, 1990C Add¡ess to the ninety-first national convention of the Vetera¡s of Foreign
Wars, Baltimore, Maryland, August 20, 1990 p. 57.



Coupled with his rhet.oric regarding the leadership role

of the US, Bushrs missionary references promoted self-

conf idence and acceptance of US invol-vement. in the Gul-f .

The process of rationalization incl-uded both the reification
of American leadership and mission in the world despite the

end of the CoId War. Even in the context of contemporary

policy such as that associated with the NWO, exceptional-ism

continued to retain its relevance and importance in the

conduct of American foreign policy.

A¡nerican Exceptionalism

The origins of exceptionalisrn in Àmerican society find
their roots in the early colonial settl-ements even before

the founding of the Republic. Rupert Wil-kinson delineates

several phases of

exceptionalism:

development in the growth of

Eari-y American society developed its concern with
social character in three stages. First, j-n
colonial New England, the Puritan task, the idea
of a ttspecial comrnj-ssionrt f rom God to build a
Christian conmonwealth, required a people to
reassess constantly their spiritual and social
progresst ot lack of it. Second, t,he assertion of
republicanism contained the belief that democracy
depended on the virtue of the people and their
resistance to foreign corruptions alÌ the more
as thei-r nation was founded on a set of moral and
political principles. Third, the anxieties of
cultural nationalism before the Civil I,lar impelled
Americans to find qualities in themselves that
bound them together while d|çtinguishing them from
thej-r parent õivitizations.

ahupert Wilkinson The Pursuit of American Character (Harper & Row, Publishers, Neu'York) 1988

8-9.
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In the context of the Nwo, exceptionalism remained a

paramount motivational aspect of US foreign policy" The

significant challenge of "standing up to the lraqi

aggressiontr necessitated an elevation of American patriotism

and jingoism in order to rationalize action. In an address

before a joint session of Congress on September LL, 79901

President Bush reiterated the very principles described by

Wilkinson. Sinilar with many of his other speeches and

addresses, Bush I s trToward a New Wor]d Orderrt provides

sigaif icant harmonY l¡/ith the

exceptional-ism:

Recent events have surely proven that there is no
substitute for Àmerican leadership. In the face
of tyranny, Iet no one doubt Àmerican credibility
and -refiaUility. t-.! no one doubtuoour staying
power. I¡re wil-I stand by our friends.

In the final analysis' our abilit'y to meet our
responsibilities abroad depends upgn our political
will and consensus at home. Thís is never easy in
democracies, for we govern only with the consent
of the governed. Although free people. in a free
society are bound to have their differences,
Arnericãns traditionally prome together in times of
ãdversity and chaJ-lengä. tt

For America to lead, America must remain strong
and vital. our world leadership and domestÍc
strength are mutuaÌ and- -reinforç|ng; a woven
piece, strongly bound as Old Glory.-

The sense of moral and political superiority associated

with exceptionalism pervades the rhetoric of Bushrs NWO-Gu-l-f

War campaign. The perception of Àmerica as special,

virtuous, and unique; these connotatj-ons of a suj genetis

'oceorge Bush op. cit., 1990E P. 92.
ttlbid., p. 94.
ttlbid., p. 93.
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exceptional-ism find themselves interwoven in Bushrs NWO

of American

reveal-ed the
rhetoric.

leadership

The importance and strength

in the context of the NI^IO

signÍficance of Àmericars moral strength as a vital

component of US leadershiP.

American exceptionalism is a

As Davis and Lynn-Jones argue,

profoundJ-y diverse doctrine:

American exceptional-ism not only celebrates the
uniqueness anã special virtues of the United
States, but also elevates America to a higher
moral plane than other countries. Exceptionalisrn
lies ãt the heart of the persistent moralism
prevalent in American foreign policy.-fxceptionalist, ideas have inf luenced American
foreign policy throughout US history, but the
consequences have varied greaLly. Ironically'
exceptJ-onal-ism can stimulat'e both crusading
j-nteiventionism and compJ-acent withdrawal f rom
world affairs. The sense of moral superiority on
which exceptionalism is based and the attendant
American determination to spread Àmerican ideals
around the world have justified aII manner of US

involvement in foreign affairs. But this same
sense of superj-ority has also sometimes given
Americans an excuse t'o remain smug and content in
an isol-ationist cocoon, well ptgtected from
trcorruptrr and trinferiorrr forei-gners.'-

In the context of the NWO, Bush choose to chanpion

American exceptionalism as a rationale for crusading

interventionism in the Persian GuIf. The apparent

elasticity of exceptionalism in foreign relations from

isolationism to interventionisrn would appear to provide a

sound rationalization for a wide spectrum of US foreign

poJ-icy behavior. Bush was able to capitalize on the wide

range of interpretaLions associated with except,ionalism and

util-ize the doctrine to further US foreign policy

t'Tami R. Davis & Sean M. Lynn-Jones "Citty Upon a Hill" fsleign Pq!¡q NO 66, Spring 1987 pp.20-

2t.
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object.ives. Both before and after the GuIf War,

continued to reiterate America's unique status and role

international politics:

IT]here is no nation on earth with"preater resolve
or stronger steadiness of purpose.--

Amid the triurnph and turnul-t of the recent
past[Gulf War], one truth rings out more clearly
than ever. Àmerica remains today what Lincoln
said it was more tl3"u9 century ago: the last best
hope of man on earth.-'

The notion of exceptionalism as it, was espoused by

President Bush played an imporLant rol-e in the formul-ation

of the NWO. The notion of exceptionalism present, in t.he

NWO-Gulf War sloganeering was consistent with the

traditj-onal American interpretation of the sui generis

nature of the American situation. Jack P. Greene describes

exceptionalism as an integral aspect of the American

character:

The concept of ÀmerÍcan exceptionalj-sm with its
positive connotations was present at the very
creation of America. Rooted in the earl-iest
efforts by Europeans to come to terms with the
newfound continents on the western side of the
Atlantic and the new societies they l.\tere creating
there, this concept, already by the end of the
sixteenth century and well before the English had
succeeded in establishing permanent settlements
anywhere in the Àmerj-cas, had become one of the
principalu components in the identification of
America. "

ttceorge Bush "Taped Address To the Iraqi People" United States Department of Ståte Dispatch

September 24, 1990F Rema¡ks in a videotape to the people of Iraq from the Oval Offtce, September 12.

1990, and broadcast in lraq, September 17, 1990 p. I 14.

"George Bush "America Must Remain Engaged" United Stâtes Deparünent of Ståte Dispatch VOL. 3,

NO. 51, December 21,1992C Address at Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas, December 15.

1992 p.893.
s6Jack P. Greene The Intellecnul Construction of America: Exceptonalism and ldentitv From 1492 To
1800 (The University of Norfh Ca¡olina Press, Chapel Hill and London) 1993 p. 6.
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Exceptionalism therefore became an indispensable

component of the very fabric of American society' even

before the founding of the Republic. The notion often

served as a means of unifying diverse individuals into a

collective and homogeneous body exclusj-ve from the

inperialistic and autocratic nature of European politics and

society. Exceptj-onalism ptayed an important role in the

definition of t,he Àmerican ethos.

The development of exceptionalism coincided with the

growth and development of Àmerican society. As America

progressed and expanded, exploring the frontier and

establishing roots on the North American continent' the

American character also expandedr reconfirming the

collect,ive belief in exceptionalism. Greene argues that:

During the Isixteenth and seventeenth] centuries,
moreover, the Englísh experience in North America
and the eventual establishment of the independent
and extended republic of the United States during
the last quarter of the eighteenth century only
served to enhance Iexceptj-onalisnrs] explanatory
authority for those many contemporaries who
sought- through their words and their behavior
to articulate or to realize the meaning of
America. By the beginning of the nj-neteenth
century the idea of America as an exceptional
entity had long been a.n ir¡teøral component in the
identification of Ameri-ca.-'

The association of exceptionalism with America

continued into the twentieth century. The traditions which

had been born out of the growth of a nation remained

essential components of the American social and political

structure. As the US emerged, first aS a Great Power and

s?Jack P. Greene op. cit., 1993 pp. 6-7.
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then as a Superpower, exceptional-ism provided much of the

tradít.iona1 rationale which had guided the conduct of US

foreign policy since the first colonial settlement.

Exceptionalism in Amerj-can politj-cal culture served an

important role in the conduct of foreign policy throughout'

the history of the Republic. As Reinhold Niebuhr states,

even the American sense of mission is different and unique

from other states:

Most of the nations, in Western cul-ture at least,
have acquired a sense of natíonal mission at some
tine in their history. our nation \.ras born with
it. England acquired it, after the Revolution of
L688 and viewed the Magna Carta retrospectively j-n
the light of its newly developed democratic
mission. Russian messianism was derived from its
consciousness of being the itt.hird Romerr. Like
Israel of old, I,Je \^/ere a messianistic nation from
our birth. The Declaration of Independence and
our Constitution defined the mission. we were
born to exenplify the virtues of dernocracy and to
extend the f ront.iers of the prþciples of self-
government throughout t,he worl-d.""

Americats manifest destiny has had a significant inpact

on the conduct of its foreign poJ- j-cy, including that of

President Bush. In the context of the NwO, exceptionalism

served an important rol-e in the conduct of policy as it has

since the founding of the Republic. Exceptionalisn has

provided a basis from whj-ch the American national stylesgof

foreign policy coul-d be carried out in a consistent manner.

ssReinhold Niebufu & Alan Heimert A Nation So Conceived: Reflections on the History of America from
Its Ea¡lr* Visions to Its Present Power (Charles Scribner's Sons, New York) 1962 p. 123.
sNational style in foreign policy or diplomacy may be understood as a nation's basic assumptions and

beliefs about the world and its own role or place in it. National style conditions the nation's perceptions

andjudgrnents, the kinds of claims it advances to the $'orld, as well as its manner of formulating.
presenting , and executing them. It affects perception, judgment, and modes of behavior on the

international plane. Knud Krakau "Americân Foreign Relations: A National Style?" Diplomatic History

VOL. 8, NO. 3, Summer 1984 p.255.
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President, Bushrs NWO and the rhetoric associated with it

would appear to confirm the importance of the notion of

exceptionalism in American politics. Exceptionalism and the

rhet,oric devoted to its continuation reinforce an integral

component of the American character and provide a

homogeneous foundation from which to conduct policy:

The new world order rea1ly is a tool for
addressing a new world of possibilities. This
order gains its mission and shape not just from
shared interests but from shared ideals. And the
ideals which have spawned ne\¡¡ freedoms throughout
the world have received their boldest and c.l-earest
expressions in our great country, the United
States. Never has the world l-ooked more to the
Àmerican example. Never before have so many
millions drawn hope from the American ideas. And
the reason is sinple: Unlike any other nation in
the worldr âs Amèricans we enjoy profound and
mysterious bounds of affection and j-dealism. We

féel our deep connections to communities, t'o
families, to õur faiths. But what defines this
nation? What makes us America is not our ties t'o
a piece of territory or bonds of blood; what makes
us Àmerican is our allegiance to an idea that all
people everywhere must be free. This idea is an
otd- and enduring as t'his nation itself as
deepJ-y rooted, ãnd what we are as a promise
irnplicit to all Lhe world iq.,the words of our own
Declaration of IndePendence.""

fraqrs invasion of Kuwait which led the US into the

Middle Eastern conflict served as the catalytic event in the

formulation of the NWO. US behavior in the Persian Gulf and

Bushts rhetoric reestablished t,he confidence of public

opinj-on which remembered the failure of the Vietnam

exper.i-ence.

reinforcement

The Presj-dentts words served âs positive

for a nation hesitant to become ernbroiled in

foreign entanglements despite its jingoistic foreign policy

*George Bush op. cit., l99l P. 34.



tradition. The mass public \.r¡as once again allowed to
reassert its patriotism and

Reminiscent ideas of glory once

Íts pride in America.

again became an active part

of Àmerican culture:

IBush] repeatedly promised that, should hrar come
to the Persian Gulf , it would be rrno Vietnamrr.
The President expJ-ained, ilIf there must be war, we
will not permit our troops to have their hands
tied behind their backs, and I pledge to you there
wi1l not be any murky ending. If one Àmerican
sol-dier has to go into battle, that soldier will-
have enough force behind him to wj-n and then get
out as soon as possib1e...fn our country I know
that there are fears of another Vietnam. Let me
assure you, shoul-d military action be required,
this will not be another VietnagL. This will not
be a protracted, drawn-out war.rror

The rhetori-c and actions associated with the Gulf War

in the context of the NWO served the invaluabl-e purpose of

dispelling the fear of the Vietnam syndrome.62 Àr Tucker and

Hendrj-ckson argue:

The specter that had presumably been buried
forever was the pervasive doubt that America could
and would again effectively employ its military
power in the worl-d. . .The specter of Vietnam
indeed, the Vietnam syndrome itsel-f was first and
foremost the fear of another defeat. By contrast,
the promise of the gulf is that of a future Ín
which the nation will never agaj-n Þç frustrated,
let alone experience defeat, in war.o'

The positive outcome of the GuIf War signaJ-ed the end

of an era in Amerj-can foreign policy which had been plagued

by the fear of another Vietnam-like situatj-on. The prospect

utceorge Bush as cited in Larry Berman and Bruce W. Jentelson eds., op. cit., l99l p. I16.
62The relative suæess of the Gulf War in quelling public arxieties regarding the Vietnam ryndrome is
well developed in Chapter 13, The Redemption of Vietnarn, in Tucker and Hend¡ickson's The Imperial
Teniptation: The New World Order and America's Purpose (Council on Foreign Relations Press, New
Yorþ 1992
u'[bid., pp. 154-I55.
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of the uncertain use of force in the future woul-d have

potentially continued to inpair the implementat'ion of policy

in the US. The success of the US-Ied coalition in the Gul-f

enabled President Bush to exorcise the infamous legacy of

Vietnam.

The ability of the us to exercise power successfully in

the Gulf on such a grand scale at a relatively low cost

invariably reaffj-rmed public confidence in Amerícan

interventionism. In the context of the NWO and the Gulf

war, public support for Bush and his policy decisions was

reJ-atively high. As part, of Lhe rhetoric associated with

the NWO, he addressed the j-ssue of Americars apparent

inability to purge itself of the Vietnarn syndrome:

rn a radio address on the morrow of victory
President Bush declared that rrThe specter of
vietnam has been buried forever in the desert
sands of the Arabian peninsula.rr In a sirnilar
though less formal vein he confided to a smaller
grouf3 "By God, we"tve kicked the Vietnam syndrorne
õnce- and ior aÍI. tto*

The strength and resol-ve of the US-Ied coalition effort

in the Gulf not only dispelled the fear of another Vietnam

but confirrned Americars preeminent position in international

politj-cs. Furthermore r âs the cost and casualty level-s

remained relatively low for the coalition forces, public

support for American interventj-onisn in the Gulf increased.

As the Àmerican public began to approve of foreign

policy en masse, Bush acquired significantly more power to

pursue foreign policy objectives by whatever means he

*Ibid., p. 154.
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deemed necessary. Murray Edelman described this phenomenon

as a synbiotic relationship between the leader and masses.

Edelman stated that:

Governmental leaders have tremendous potential
capacity for evoking st,rong emotional response j-n
large populat,ions. When an individual is recog-
nized as a legitimate leading official of the
state, he becomes a syrnboJ- of some or al-I the
aspects of the state: its capacity for benefitj_ng
and hurting, for threatening and reassurj-ng. His
acts, for this reason, are public ín character.
They are perceived as having significant, strong,
enduring, þdirect consequences for large numbers
of people.--

Rhetorical Symbolism

Politj-cal symbols developed by Bush in order to secure

support incl-ude reference to the victory of democracy as

well- as order and st,ability in the international system.

The concept of a rtNew World Ordertr holds irnportant syrnboJ-ic

significance. The symbol of a NWO and Àmerica's leadership

reiterate the conmon belief that trAmerica is a providential
nation, the one whose dedication to liberty and to the

dignity of t,he individual lays the foundation for a new and

better world."66 David Gergen points out that Bush's

rhetoric and use of symbolism, such as personifying Saddam

Hussein as the ilButcher of Baghdadrr promoted publJ-c support.

Bushrs forceful leadership and strong actions lvere al-so

j-nstrumental in renewj-ng American public confidence:

Not since the end of WW II had so many Americans,
some 90 percent, given their president such
heartf elt approval. Far more than the col-l-apse of

65Murray Edetman op. cit., 1974 pp.73-74.
uuOaniet Bell op. cit., 1989 p. 10. (emphasis added)
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the Berlin Wall, whj-ch stirred only modest
hurrahs, the Gulf War seemed to mean a nragical
restoration of Americafs greatness. That Saddam
remained in power and that the US at first stayed
on the sidelines as his troops smothered Kurdish
and Shiite uprisings did little to take the sheen
off the war for the public. Six months after the
conflict some 75 percent of those polled cont,inued
to think that the war had bçpn worth it and that
the US had scored a big win."'

Bushrs symbolisn serves a very important rol-e in that

regard:

Condensation syrnbols evoke the emotions associated
with the situation. They condense into one sym-
bolic event, sign t or act patriotic pride,
anxieties, remembrances of past glories or humili-
ations, promisgr.:f f¿¡ture greatness: some one of
these or all of them. "'

Symbolism also manifested itsel-f in the creation of an

enemy for the Àmerican people. Bush compared Saddam Hussein

to Hitler and sought to magnify the negative characteristics

of the opponent in the Middle East. The rhetoric appealed to

the emotions and values of American citizens. By

personifying the conflict, Bush demonstrated the

Manicheanistic dichotorny between the US and Saddann Hussein.

Hussein became associ-ated with the Manichean or Gnost.ic

notion of the rrotherrr the antithesis of t,he US. Barbara

Kell-erman points out that:

The enemy, the fiend, the "otherrr, is identified
and labeled, and becomes in time an object to be
obliterated at all costs. Nazis, Hitler,
swastika; Commies, Stalin, hammer and sickle; red
Chj-nese, North Koreans, Viet Cong; and recently a
new nemesis, the swaggering, suddenly familiar
figure of Saddam Hussein. Presidents become
persuaded that their antagonists are genuinely

utDavid Gergen "Americâ's Missed Opportunities" Foreign Affairs
*Murray Edelman op. cif., 1974 p.6.

VOL.7I, NO. l, 1992 pp. l0-ll.
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evil, and thereby justify the violence of llreir
campaign against them to the American people.o'

This view is reflected by both Bush and vice-presídent

Quayle:

Saddam has claimed that, this is a holy war of Àrab
against infidel- this from the man who has used
poison gas against the men, women, and children of
his own country, who j-nvaded lran in a war that
cost the lives of more than half a million
Muslims, and who now plunders Kuwait. The repgpts
out of Kuwait tel-I a sordid tal_e of brutality. ''
The American people understand that Saddam Hus-
seinrs Iraq poses a long-term threat not just to
its neighbors but to us and that unless he is
stopped today, a nuclear-armed fraq wil-L control
the bulk of the worldrs energiy supplg, tomorrow,
thereby holding a gun to aII our heads.'"

By creating a slnnbolic enemy, Bush was able to justify
intervention in Kuwait by means of force. The

adminj-stration was able to further its goar of promoting the

NWO by linking it to the rnilitary response in Kuwait.

Edelman goes further by pointing out that the

misintelTigence of the masses is highly receptive to
politicar rhetoric which serve as symbols for the public to
absorb or ttdrink uptt. These symbols, he argues, rrhave to be

dramatic in outline and empty of realistic detailttT2 if they

wj-sh to have mass appeal. As Voss et. aI. argue, rrmetaphor

has long been regarded as a rhetorical device that can

6barba¡a Kellerman "How Presidents Take The Nation Into Wa¡" The Nerv York Times Jantary 20,
l99l Section 4, p.2.
toceorge Bush op. cit., 19908 p. 54.
ttDan quayle op. cit., 1990 p. 350.
ttMurray Edetman op. cit.. 1974 pp. 8-9.
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facil-itate persuasion. "73 on this point, presídent Bush

attempted to provoke greater consensus in public opinion by

using language which evoked strong emotional responses in
order to expedite the j-ntervention j-n Kuwait:

while the world waited, Saddam Hussein systemati-
cally raped, piJ-Ia9ed, and plundered a tiny
nation, no threat to his own. He subjected the
people of Kuwait to unspeakable atrocities and
among tþgse maimed and murdered, innocent
chil-ãren.'+

The very language in which developments such as these

are discussed make it difficult to react to them except as

threats. Symbols like trSaddam Husseinrr, ttlraqtt and the
rrButcher of Baghdadtr can come to stand so repeatedJ-y for
danger, according to Edelman, that adaptive thÍnking becomes

unj-ikely, and poli-tica1 actions that accept Saddan Hussein

or fraq as reasonable or as potential associates are met

with hostility.'u As Voss et. at. demonstrate, the use of

metaphor such as rlJussein is another Hitler, serves to
justify the argument against Hussein and rraq.76 The pubtic

perception in this case is clarified regarding Hussein,

making the irnages associated with him more understandable to

the masses. Furthermore, not only the Bush administratj-on

but both sides of Congress ernployed sj-milar metaphors to

connote their perception of Hussein:

t3James F. Voss, Joel Kerulet, Jennifer Wiley, and Tonya Y. E. Schooler " Experts at Debate; The Use of
Metaphor in the US Senate Debate on the Gulf Debate" Metaphor ard Slmbolic Activitv VOL. 7. NO.
3+4, 1992 p.199.
'-aGeorge Bush as cited in Robert W. Tucker and David C. Hend¡ickson op. cit.. 1992 p.92.
tsMurray 

Edelman op. cit., 1974 p. 15.
tuJames F. Voss, Joel Kennet, Jerurifer Wiley, and Tonya Y- E. Schooler op. cit.. 1992 p. 199.
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Both si-des referred to a tsaddam Ilussein machinet.
Hussein was seen as a violent criminal: Both sides
cal-Ied hin a trapist', ,thief,, and, tvi77ain,;
Republicans added trobber,, ,plunderêî,t
'murderer' , 'cutthroãt', ,blackmaiTer,, andtthug'. Several psychological disorders were
at,tribut,ed to Husseinz tfanatic,, ,madman,, ,power
addict', tegomaniac, 

r, ,megaTomaniac,, and
I geopolitical glutton' .

In Hussein, President Bush and the Amerj-can people found the

perfect enemy, and with his invasion of Kuwait a clear-cut

lega1 and moral issue.78

The political capital of public support often

determines the conduct of foreign policy. t{hat is required

is a perpetuation of an image of the enemy which narrows the

focus of policy to direct threats t,o the interests of t,he
70public.'- À colnmon enemy, according to Norman J. Ornstein,

provides the glue that binds society together and reason to

overcome doubts and resentments about other forces and

decision-makers. 80

Under certain conditj-ons, such as those surrounding the

Persian GuIf crisis, power over public opinJ-on is no Ìess

essential for political purposes than rnilitary and economic
e1power.-* E. H. Carr adds that:

The art of persuasion has always been a necessary
part of the equipnent of a political leader.
Rhetoric has a long artq honored record in the
annals of statesmanship."'

"Ibid., pp.204-205.
ttcarla Anne Robbins "Is There a New World Order?" US News & World Report March I I, l99l p. 50.
teJames 

Schlesinger "Quest for a Post-Cold Wa¡ Foreign Policy" Foreign Affairs VOL.72, NO. l. 1993
p. 19.
8ï$orman J. Ornstein "Foreign Policy and the 1992 Election" Foreign A-ffairs VOL. 71, NO. 3, Summer
1992 p.7.
"E. H. Carr The Trventv Ye¿rs' Crisis 1919-1939: An Introduction to the Study of International Relations
(MacMillan, London) 1962 p. 132.
ttlbid.
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Persuasion and showmanship became part of Bushrs foreign
policy campaign. Edelman argues that decj-sion-making at the

highest levels j-s not as much literal policy-making as it is
83qramarurgy.

President Bushrs leadership duri-ng the course of the

Gulf campaign was without reproach on the domestic scene.

The Gulf War rhetoric was timely j_n that it reinforced a

sense of exceptionaiism in the American public which may

have been lacking since the quiet conclusion of the bipolar
conflict. Edelman proposed that:

IL]eaders and the led provide essential psycho-
logical benefits for each other. The leaderrs
dramaturgical jousts with public problems make the
worl-d understandable and convey the promise of
col-lectj-ve accompi-ishnent to-¡nasses who are bewil-
dered, uncertainl and alone.oa

The acquiescence of public opinion provides a necessary

el-ement of justification for the leader which he nay

consciously or unconsciously require or desire.

The nanipulation of rhetoric by President Bush in the

context of the NWO served as an irnportant device in his

attempt to foster support and understanding for US

interventionism in the Persian GuIf. The reification of
American leadership and contj-nued exceptional-ism provided

justification for Bushrs foray into the Gul-f. As a result
of the apparently heightened jingoism in US foreign policy,
American objectíves were more easily attained.

t'Murray Edelman op. cit., 1974 p.78.
tolbid., p. 91.
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The substance of Bushrs rhetoric associated with the

NWO-Gulf War situation remained highly consistent wíth the

ideological traditions of Àmerican foreign poJ-icy. The

cogency of Bush's rhetoric was reflected in the support his

policies garnered both domestj-caIly and abroad. The

syrnbolism associated with the NWO provided reinforcement and

reification of the fragile notions of leadership and

exceptionalism in American politj-cs.

The NWO reflected both traditions in American politics.

Idealism or utopianism was reflected in Bushrs rhetoric

while realisrn was demonstrated via the use of force in the

Gui-f. These traditions in American foreign policy enabled

Bush to pursue the US-led coal-ition's objectives in the Gul-f

crisis. Elements of both ideal-istic messianism and power

politics rvere J-mplemented simulLaneously in the context of

the NwO. The j-mplementation of a multilateral collective

security-like approach to the crísís provided a suj-table

framework for successful- i-ntervention. In the context of

the NWo, both idealisn and realism played -i-mportant roles in

the development of the NWO-Gulf I,Iar policy.
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Chapter 3- Second Perspective: The NWO and the Liberal-
Democratic Tradition

In the context of the NWO, many comparisons have been

articutated regarding the sinilarity of Bushts vision and

that of Woodrow Wil-son. Bushrs goals were not novel and

found their roots in the traditions of twentieth-century

American diplornacy. The reemergence of Wilsonianism,

however, flây provide an opportunity to adapt foreign policy

to the changing nature of the system.

The Wilsonian approach t,o forei-gn policy encouraged a

collective rnul-tilateral approach rather than the old

politics of the bal-ance of power. The I¡Iilsonian tradition

which has been associated wj-th Bushts NWO, emerged as a

resul-t of the siinilarities of the proposals undertaken by

these two individuals i-n two di-f f erent tines of

international political transition. The conclusion of WW I

marked the end of the balance of povler system as it had

previously been known much in the same manner as the end of

t,he Col-d War ended the bipolar system which had persi-st'ed

for over four decades. Wilson sought to adjust American

foreJ-gn policy to the changing international environment:

[A]t the end of Worl-d War Tt l^tilson proposed the
end of the fbaJ-ance of power] systern in favor of
one which he believed more g¿:omising as a means of
regulati-ngi pov/er relations. --

Bushrs NI{O was not dissirnilar in that it represented a

relative shift ahtay from the rold politicsr of the bipolar

85[nis L. Claude Jr. Power a¡d International Relations @andom House, New York) 1962 p.78.
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balance of power in favor of a coLlective security-like
,86approach."" Unlike Wílson, however, Bush sought to maintain

the status quo despite the transitional nature of the

system. The maintenance of the status quo in a NWO woul-d

presumably nitigate crises during this period of upheaval.87

Ri-chard Falk stated that:

IT]he Persian Gulf War appeared as a watershed
between past and future, a test of whether the
possibilities of peace and justice in
international rel-atj-ons that had been created by
the end of the col-d war could be real-ized and
institutionalized. It now seemed feasible to
establish a global securj-ty system of the sort
envisaged by President Woodrow Wil-son at the end
of l{orld War I : a system based on norms,
administered by international instj-tutj-ons, and
resting on the commitment of leading-states.to tþç
maintenance of peaceful international relations."

The desire of both Wilson and Bush to promote the US as

an agent of change as well- as their collective approach to

security represent their strongest sirnilarj-ties. Both

presidents sought to employ available institutional

structures, the League and the UN, to meet their policy

objectives. In L9L7, Wilson stated that:

We shaII fight for the ultimate peace of the world
and for the liberation of its peoples, the German
peopJ-es incl-uded: for the rights of nations great
and small and the privilege of men everlrwhere to
choose their way of life and obe$ience. The world
must be made safe for democracy.--

86Bush's collective securilv approach rvas implemented directly in correlation rvith the Persian Gulf crisis
with an emphasis on short-term results. Conversely. Wilson's vision more universal in scope compared to
Bush's crisis specific policy.
*tBush's NWO included the maintenance of America's hegemonic position in international politics rather
than an isolationist position as advocated by Wilson.
ffiRicha¡d Falk "In Sea¡ch of a New World Order" Current History VOL.92, NO. 573, April 1993 p.145.
thicha¡d W. Leopold The Growth of American Foreiqn Policy: A History (Alfred A. Knopf, New York)
1962 p.78.



Wilsonts rhetoric and its utopiangotorr" provided a

prinary historical source for Bushts NWO. fn many ways, the

Gulf War-NIVO rhetoric was reminiscent of Wil-sonian

sloganeering. Furthermore, the creation of a GuIf War

coalition rekindled memories of a f ail-ed Leag'ue. The

significant difference between Bushrs coalition and Wilsonrs

League lay in the American ability and willingness to

exercise power as a funct,ion of foreign policy interests:

The effectiveness of the systern of collective
security tlilson had championed depended on a
community of interest and power which did not
exist and which could not be called into existence
by incantation. In the absence of such a
community, Wilson was faced with the choice
between atternptj-ng to change the international
system or adapting to it.. Changing the
international system, that, is, attempting directly
to create what did not exist, required a degree of
power well beyond Americars capabilities at the
time and a commitmentrrto the use of power wel-l
beyond Americars will.

The sini-l-aritíes between Bush and Wilson which have

been proposed are generally based upon Bushrs method of

dealing with the Gulf crisis in the form of I¡Iilsonrs

example. Before a fair and accurate assessment may be made

regarding these similarj-ties in foreign policy styJ-e r ân

exposition of Wj-lsonrs political philosophy regarding

international poj-itics is necessary. From this basis a

clearer juxtaposition may be possible.

*It may be inappropriate to consider Wilson as a utopian although the language of his discourse and the
goals of his foreign policl may appeår to be. Seeking as he did to employ the Læague of Natiors as an
instrument of collective pouer rvould seem to indic¿te that t-he ends he sought were simila¡ to those of
American heads of state before ald since him although the means he chose for achieving these ends were
different. Wilson incorporated elements of both re¿lism and idealism in his conduct of foreign polig'.
ntRobert W. Tucker & David C. Hend¡ickson op. cit., 1992 p. 59.
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Wilsonianism

Wilsonts vision/philosophy concerning international

politics was unusual in that, it called for an end to the

balance of power system which, arguably, had successfully

regulated international politics for centuries" The

maintenance of the old system of politics, the balance of

power, would not provide the necessary infrastructural

elemenLs of influence to deal with crises Ín his view.

Wilson's goals were rooted in the desire to establish a

system representative of current trends in international

relations. The collapse of the balance of povrer and the

onset of World War I prornpted him to suggest a new

interpretation of international politics. Essentially, he

sought to alter the manner in which international relatj-ons

were conducted, especialJ-y concerning t'he apparent

indiscriminate use of po\¡¡er. The Wilsonian critique of

balance of power, according to C1aude is straightforward:

It identifies the balance of power as a system
which failed to prevent World I¡lar I and which,
even in its classical period, functioned
unreliably; moreover, it fthe Wilsonian critique]
associates the operat-i-on of the system with
unacceptably l-ow standards of moral j-ty.
Wilsonianism gives up on the balance of power. It
sunmons mankind to devise a system for the
management of power in international rel-ations
r^¡hich can work more ef f ectively for the
maintenance of peace than the balance system did'
wi-th fewer evils and abuses than the balance
system invol-ved, under the altered conditions of
the twentieth ççntury which make the bal-ance of
power obsolete.--

etlnis L. Claude Jr. op. cit., 1962 p.87.
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The semantic association between Wil-sonianism and

Although lVilsonrs paramountmorality is not a specious one.

motivation, according to Àrthur S. Link, rrwas the ambition

to do justly, to advance the cause of international- peace,

and to give to other peoples the blessings of democracy and

Christianityrr93 he al-so approved of the exercise of power:

Wil-son was in many ways Itrealj-sticrr, even by
conventional standards, in his thinking about and
methods in the conduct of foreign rel-ations. For
example, he used armed force in the cl-assic way to
achieve certain diplonatic objectives in Mexico
and the Caribbean. He understood the meanj-ng of
the term rrbalance of powerrr. He was keenly aware
of the relevance of material interests and had few
il-lusions about, the fundamental bases of
international behavior. It is, one must say, t,he
sheerest nonsense to talk about. hin as an
impractical idealist and visionary.'n

Wíl-son sought to establ-ish a system within which state

behavior would be balanced in its actions by both morality

and power. The tyo intellectual- schools of thought which

dominated his political philosophy had also been part of the

traditions in American foreign policy since the founding of

the Republic.es The significant dj-fference with wilsonrs

t'A¡thu¡ S. Link Wood¡ow Wilson and the Progressive Era: 1910-1917 (Ilarper & Row, Publishers, Nerv
York) 1954 p. 82.
eoA¡thur S. Link "The Higher Re¿Iism of Wood¡ow Wilson" The Bobbs-Merrill Reprint Series in
America¡ Historv H436 reprinted from Journal of Presb]'terian Histon-VOL. 41, NO. I, March 1963 p.9.
ntThose t¡aditions were ide¿lism and realism in the conduct of foreign policy. Idealists are c¡nsidered as

tlose who see such values or human preferences as justice or a desire for world peâce as potentialll''
decisive and capable of overcoming obstacles to the realization. Ethics and morality play a signiñcant
role in idealist thought as opposed to fÏe notion of power. An idealist considers ideas as having important
causal effects as opposed to realists who see power and material factors as being the determinants of
political outcomes. Realism refers to a perception of international relations that focuses on the stâte as a

unitary- and rational actor and on the actions a¡rd interactions of states. Realists attempt to underst¿¡d
patterns of conflict a¡d collaboration under conditions of anarchy or lack of common government.

Security issues a¡e usually the most important for realists. National i-uterest power, and balance of pou'er

are key concepts in the realist school. Paul R Vioni & Ma¡k V. Kauppi International Relations Theory:

Realism. Pluralism. Globalism (MacMillan Publishing Company, Neu'York) 1987 pp. 592 &.602.
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approach lay in the reification of morality in a systern

which had often fallen prey to the perils of po$rer

96poJ_rtr_cs.

The association of morality wj-th the policj-es and

actions of Wilson is an often made comparison. His view on

the importance of morality in collaboration with the

elements of por¡¡er politics is cJ-early distinguishable and

unique. Wj-lsonrs messianistic vision is more universal

perhaps as a result of the unprecedented bloodj-ness of I^/W I.

In Bushrs case, the Cold War ended relatively peacefully

while having avoided major war a significant success in
international relations.

Morality for Bush appears to be contingent upon the

maintenance of the status guo, and the preservatj-on of the

I,restphalian state systemgT in order to avoid potential chaos

and anarchy in international relations. The state system

had enabled the US to exist and prosper from the founding of

the Republic to the end of the Cold War. Any si-gnificant

destabilizing el-ement such as crisis in the Persian Gulf

would constitute a threat to the status quo of the state

system and the American position wj-thin that system.

FIhe absence of an overa¡ching institutional system designed to enforce and promote international
morality made Wilson's objectives diffrcult to attain. Unlike the nation-state, with ils laws and values, the
international system does not hold sway over its citizens. Particularll'when each state attempts to fi:lfill
its national interest, sometimes at the expense of other sfates.
ntA core ofrules ofinternational law laying doqn the rights and duties ofstates in relation to each other
developed in the fifteenth a¡d sixteenth centuries. These rules of international law uere securely
established in 1648, when the treaty of Westphalia brought the religious $'ars to an end and made the

territorial state the cornerstone of the modern state system. Hans J. Morgenthau Politics Among Nations:
The Struggle for Power and Peace 5 th Edition (Alfred A. Knopf, Neu'York) 1973 p. 172.
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Perhaps the greatest source of apprehensj-on regarding

the similarities between Bush and Wilson concerns the

rel-ative utility of their respective policj-es. Despite the

fact that Bushrs vision is both messianistic and utopian,

the NWo emerged as a response to a specific crisis in the

Gulf . The Nf^Io provided a sound policy basis from which Bush

could atternpt to manage the Persian Gulf crisis whil-e

maintainj-ng American po$¡er in the international- system.

Morgenthau argues that, al-I political phenomena can be

reduced to three basic types of behavior. within these

three t1pes, one should be able to identify the motivation

for American action in the Gulf. In all probability a

cornbination of two or more of Morgenthauts types shoul-d

explain the motivation(s) which fueled the NI.JO:

A natlon whose foreign policy tends toward keeping
power and toward changing the distributÍon of
power j-n its favor pursues a poJ-icy of the stat,us
quo. A nation whose foreign pol-icy aims at
acquiring more power than it actually has, through
a reversal- of existi-ng power relations whose
foreign policy, in other words, seeks a favorable
change in power status pursues a poJ-icy of
inperialism. À natj-on whose foreign poJ-icy seeks
to demonstrate the pov¿er it has, either for the
purpose of maintainfpg or increasing it, pursues a
þo1icy of prestig".'o -

The t{ilsonian creed proposed that idealisrn and realism

could be wed in order to create a basis from which foreign

*Following this passage, Morgenthau added the accompanying footnote.
It must especially be pointed out that these different patterns of international policies do not of necessity

correspond to conscious motivations in the minds of statesmen or supporters of the respective foreign
policies. Statesmen and supporters may not e!€n be aware of the actual character of the polìcies thel-
pursue and support. More particularly, a nation may intend to pursue a poliuy- of the status quo, while
actually, without being aware of it, it is embarking upon a policy of imperialism. Hans J. Morgenthau op.

cit. 1973 pp.4041.



policy could be derived. Each of the two schools of thought

urere equally important. The danger lay in favoring one or

the other in tirnes of cris j-s, the results of which in either

case would prove to be ineffective in the long-term. The

necessity of establishing such a marrj-age between realism

and idealism lay in the inadequacies of either fuIly to

provide a framework for foreign policy. As E.H. Carr states:

CoercÍon and conscience, enmity and good-wiI1,
sel-f-assertion and self-subordination, are present
in every political society. The state is built up
out of these two conflicting aspects of human
nature. Utopia and reality, the ideal and the
institution, rnorality and po\¡¡er, are f rom the
outset inextricably bl-ended in it. In the naking
of the United Statesr âs a modern .A,merj-can writer
has said, rrHamilton stood for strength, wealth and
po\^rer, Jef ferson for the American dreamrr; and both
the power oo and the dream were necessary
ingredients. --

The Founding Fathers

The Jeffersonian stylelooof foreign relations is most

appropriately associated with idealism and morality.

Conversely, Alexander Harnj-lton pref erred a dif f erent

approach to foreign rel-ations. His views on foreign policy

were defined by a realist interpretat,ion of the world and an

acceptance of the realities of power politics:

Whereas Hamilton was distinguished by a tough-
ninded realism, by prudence, by a disciplining of
the national spirit, and by a sober calculation of
availabl-e power, Jefferson and Secretary of State
James Madison exhibited an assertiveness, a keen
sensitivity to presumed slights, and a full
confidence in the nation's capacity to defend its
interest,s and uphold justj-ce. Hanilton and the
Federalists started their formulations with a
recognition of the existing system of

*9. H. Carr op. cit., 1962 p.96.
t*James Madison was also closely associated with Jefferson's approach to foreiga policy.
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international relations and htere wilJ-ing to work
within the framework of current practice.
Jefferson and Madison began by rejecting elir*ting
realities and sought to implement an ideal.'"'

In his juxtaposition of these traditions and their

respective exponents, Paul A. Varg exposes the latent,

traditionaÌ aspects of both school-s of thought. The

political- environment of eighteenth century Àmerica enabled

two dichot,omous schools of thought to grow and flourish.

These same traditions continue to dominate US foreign policy

in contemporary times:

Hamil-ton was above all a realist who
fatalistically accepted the existing framework,
and dedicated himself to obtaining the best
bargain possj-ble. He did not object to the
realpolitik of balance of power dipJ-ornacy, chose
to regard treaties as convenient arrangements
binding on the parties until they no longer
served the purposes of one or the other, accepted
British dominance as a simpl-e fact of life, and
disrnissed as dangerous embarkj-ng on goals that the
limited power of the counLry could scarcely hope
to achieve. Iiis ohrn limited aim j-n foreign
rel-ations \Ä¡as to guarantee access to what he
considered the prime need of a nation that
desperateJ-y needed capital for the development, of
its tremendous resources,^qo that it might one day
emerge as a major power. t"

Conversely, the foreign policy of Jefferson and Madj-son

reflected their faith in the ideals they believed were most

important for the successful execution of US policy. Varg

states that:

Jefferson and Madison gave expression to widely
held views and thej-r approach to foreign policy
became the Àmerican approach that found its
cul-mination in the moralizing of Woodrow Wil-son at
Versailles and Cordell Hullrs moral and legalistic

rorPaul A. Varg Foreierr Policies of the Founding Fathers (Michigan State University Press) 1963 pp.

t45-r46.
to'rbid., p.72.
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expositions on behal-f of an ideal
order based on law rather than force. i¿5ternational

The presence of two opposing views on foreign relations
j-n the us eventually led t,o a partial, Yet signif icant,

synthesis of both schools of thought. The advantages of the

marriage of int,ellectual t,raditions has, arguably, enabled

the US to act more effectíveJ-y in international politics.

Inevitabl-y, there are exceptions and anomalies associated

with any such merger. During certain periods of American

hist,ory, one school of thought became temporarily

preponderant while the other lost some of its relative

utility. The counteractive forces between the realist and

idealist traditions has created many fl-uctuations in the

manner in which American foreign policy has been conducted.

The preference of one view over another in a particular

political environmenL has enabled the US to exercise a great

degree of latitude regarding its policj-es during its

history.

As Reinhold Niebuhr states, despite the apparent'

irreconcitability of morality and power, both forces are

necessary in order to achíeve balanced action and balanced

thought:

Politics will, to the end of history, be an area
were conscience and power meet, where the ethical
and coercive factors of human l-ife will
interpenetrate. and ly¡rk out their tentative and
uneasy comproml-ses.

to'Ibid., p. r47.
t*Reinhold Niebuh¡ Moral Ma¡ and Immoral Societr': A Study of Ethics and Politics (Charles Scribner's

Sons, New York) 1932 p.4.
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Bush's Synthesis

The NwO seemed to represent these two traditions in

foreign policy. Tucker and Hendrickson enumerate the

essential principles of Àmerican foreign policy which

constitute Bushrs vision:

An ernphasis on the rule of law and the rnaintenance
of order has been as pronounced as the emphasis on
prornoting freedom. The freedom of naLions (se1f-
determination) has been seen to be quite as
important as the freedom in nations (democratic
institutions). In the American view, the two have
been viewed as mutually supportive, even
symbiotic. If experience has shown that this is
not always sor the point remains that we have
persisted in believing that it is so. Certainly,
Woodrow Wilson believed that it was so. It \^ras
largely whlS"he meant by a world made rsafe for
democracv. | -'-

Both Bush and Wilson proposed to address the same

concerns which had been plaguing the international system.

The fact that, their language and use of imagery was simj-lar

is not the onJ-y similarj-ty that they shared. The vision of

a more manageable and peaceful system was undeniably a part'

of their interpretation of the future inLernational- system:

For both, the states of the worJ-d, great and
srna1l, are to be guaranteed the same right of
respect for their sovereignty and territorial
integrity. For both, the peace of the worl-d is to
be maintained, and democratic societies are to be
made safe against the threat of arbitrary power,
by a universal system of collective security that
substitutes a comrnunity of power for a balance of
power. And for both, the US is destined to play a
role of leadership in the new order, a role that
fal-ls to this nation not only because of the
magnitude of its power but also because it alone
has tsufficient moral forcet (Wilson) or rmoral

to'Robert W. Tucker & David C. Hendrickson op. cit. 1992 p. 56.
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standipp' (Bush) to lead the other nations of the
¡v9worro.

DespJ-te the obvious philosophical compatibilities

between Bush and I,lilson concerning the ends and objectives

of American foreign poJ-ì-cy, a f undamental- division arose

concernj-ng the means for achieving those ends. Al-though

Bush has been correctJ-y compared with Wj-lson and the

Wil-sonian tradition, he al-so pursued the ob jectives of

American foreign policy by means other than those supported
1 

^'7by Wil-son'"' . Bushrs forei-gn policy, inherently conditioned

by a strong sense of pragmatism, became a marriage of two

opposing views of American tradition. The references to

WiIson regarding Bush remained val-id although they were

often made wj-th respect to the similarity of their rhetoric

and vision. Bushts ends had come of age in a time more

willing to accept them and in a nation more willing to

fuIfiIl them:

The circumstances attending the present vision
appear far more favorabl-e than those that rnarked
the past visj-on. It is not only that democratic
ideals have trj-umphed today to a degree far beyond

t6Robert W. Tucker "Brave New World Orders" The New Republic February 24, 1992 p.24. &. Robert

W. Tucker & David C. Hendrickson op. cit. 1992 pp. 56-51.

totlt may be unfair to stigmatize Wilson as one who abhorred tvar more than any otier, whose sole

occupation consisted of remaining aloof from the temptations of porver politics. As A¡thu¡ S. Link states,

Wilson was perhaps more morally inclined and ethically motivated than any other Americ¿n President:

While admining that there were times when a nation had no recourse but to use armed

force in international disputes, and while using force himself on behalf of the American

govemment on cerlain occasions, President Wilson never permitted wa¡'s neuroses and

fascinatons either to derange his reason or to obscure the political objectives for which
force was being used. Hence he w¿ìs never the victim of that greât fwentieti-century'

delusion, that it is necessary to win wa¡s even at the risk of losing everything for which
\ryars are fought. From A¡thur S. Link op. cit., 1963 p. 9.
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any earlier period; equally important, the
position of Àmerica's leadership that Wilsonrs
vision of r¿or1d order assumed r,.,(but did really
possess) has aÌso been realized.*""

The ability of the US and its apparent willingness Lo

f ulf ill j-ts leadership role j-n the context of the NwO is

more credible today than during Wilson's tenure as

president. The rise of the UN and the American role in its

activities have given new hope for Wil-sonrs vision:

In this world, the UN, under American leadership,
\¡/as once again found to express the community of
po\^/er that Wilson had aspired in vain to find in
the League. This was also because American
leadership wlnso virtually unchallenged by any other
Great Power.---

American leadership in the UN enabled it to create a

coalition of states for action in the Persian GuIf therefore

setting a possj-bIe precedent for multilateral action in the

fut,ure. Wilsonts experience with the League of Nations \rtas

not as successful:

The League had fail-ed to keep the peace, the
familiar argument ran, because the Great Powers
had not been given a sufficiently dominant role
and, of course, because one Great PoW,qF, the
United States, had pJ-ayed no role at aI.I.,-"

In order to avoid the inherent problems associated with

Wilsonianism, a symbiotic relationship between theory and

practice was adopted by the Bush Adrninistration. Arguably,

the NWO formed a synthesis of policy, taking into

t*Robert W. Tucker op. cit. 1992 p.24.
toh.obert W. Tucker & and Daüd C. Hend¡ickson op. cit. 1992 p. 63.

"olbid., p. 62. And also see Arthur S. Link America¡ Epoch: A Histon of the United States Since the
1890's (Alfred A. Knopf, New York) 1963 pp. 228-230.
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consideration the posj-tive eÌements of both the realist and

idealist schools of thought. Furthermore, Bushrs policy was

responsive to the demands of the international political

environment:

The t,radition represented by Jefferson and Wilson
entertained grand ambitions in the world but was
equally insistent on achieving these arnbitions
through measures short of war. The tradition
represented by Àlexander Hamilton and Henry Cabot
Lodge eschewed grand ambj-t,ions and insisted that
foreign policy be tied to the pursuit of liníted
national interests; at the same time it saw the
need for nilitary preparedness and believed that
military force wo1f.d remli¡ the great arbiter of
confl-icts among nations

The Bush administration returned to the vision of

Woodrow l¡Iilson but added to it the willingness to use means

which Wil-son hirnself had disavowed. 112 Bushr s vision of

foreign policy embraced both traditions:

It is an authentic offspring of both traditions'
but one from which each parent would have
recoiled. It, offends the Hamilton-Lodge tradj-tion
by virtue of its universalisn; it offends the
Jefferson-Wilson tradition by virtue of its
reliance on force. A product of the past half-
century, it combines the outlook and institutions
that a global challenge to the nationrs security
and purpose necessitated with circumstances that
are altogether differe$, from those that justified
the initial response

rrrDavid C. Hend¡ickson "The Renovation of American Foreign Polic1'" Foreign A-ffairs VOL. 71. NO. 2

Spring 1992p.55.
tt'Robert W. Tucker & David C. Hendrickson op. cit. 1992 pp.6849.
rr3David C. Hend¡ickson op. cit. 1992 pp. 55-56.
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fn more contemporary terms, Joseph Nye Jr. compares the Bush

administration's flexibility between realism and idealism as

a dichotomous relationship and difficult to manage:

The problem for the Bush administration was that
it, thought and acted like Nixq4, but borrowed the
rhetoric of Wilson and Carter."=

The successful execution of the American-led coalition
intervention in the Persian GuIf represented both traditions
in Àmerican foreign policy. The conduct and policy of the

US was a reaction to a situation in the Middl-e East which it
could not ignore. Bush successfully defended the utopian

nature of his policy by virtue of the fulfillment of the

Àmerican objectives in the Gulf. The rhetoric of the NWO had

been very effective j-n rallying public support in the US as

wel-l as cementing the resolve of the coal-ition states within
the UN. Domestic political support for his vision
demonstrated widespread support throughout the nation. As

the international system and its actors returned to the

comfort of the status quo that the Gulf War had helped to

preserve, the rhetoric of the Nf,/O began to lose its utility
and appeal.

As a result of a crisis which affected the interests of

many states, including those of the UN coalit,ion, a

ra1J-ying-cry for action was required in order to mobilize

support for multilateral- intervention. Although stating

that the US was the leader is a truism, it is import.ant to
rroJoseph 

S. Nye Jr. "What New World Order?" Foreign Affairs VOL. 71, NO. 2, Spring 1992 p.84.
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recognize that as J-eader, the US dealt with the crisis

situation as an opportunity to alter the conduct of power

relations among states.

War l^Iith Iraq was a represent.ation of how a NWO-system

could operate: shared responsibitities, shared costs, and

shared benefits. The conduct of Àmerican foreign poJ-icy

during the GuIf crisis was, arguably, well motivated and

implemented. The combination of aspects of both idealist

and realist traditions created policy highly responsive to a

specific situation.

Perhaps this j-s where the sirnilarities between Bush and

Wilson truly diverge. Wilsonrs foreign policy objectives

and actions were rooted in a }ong-term vision of the

management of po\^Ier relations. Not unlike Bush, he sought

to make use of institutions in order to further his policy

objectives. As Inis L. Claude Jr- arg'ues:

I,ViIson spoke of the League as rra combinat.ion of
moral anã physical strength of nationsrr, and as
for an arrãngenent based on the conviction that
"if the moral force of the worl-d will- not suffice,
the physical force of the world shaIl.rr He was as
cleai ãs a man can be in acknowledging the role of
hoth moral and physical force in the system of. world order which he envisaged. while he may have
believed in the primacy of moral- force, he
explicitly recognizèd the ultimate . vali$f,ty of
phlsical þow"t Íñ international relations"--

Wilsonrs objectives \^¡ere not of an evanescent nature.

They persisted after his tenure as President to influence US

foreign policy for decades. Perhaps, most notably, Wilsonrs

rttlnis L. Claude Jr. op. cit. L962 pp.105-106.
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influence may be seen in Bushrs NWO. A significant
difference between the two, however, Iies in the fact that,

the Bushts policy was both short-term and crisis specific
while the lrlilsonrs was designed as a universal solutj-on to
polit,ical crises. Àrthur S. Link describes Wil-son as

soinethj-ng other than a real-ist or an idealist. He singles

out I^tilsonrs philosophy as specif ic and unique:

A realist, I take it, j-s one who faces life and
its sj-tuatj-ons without j-llusions, in short, one
who can see realit.j-es or truth through the fog of
del-usion that normalJ-y shrouds the earthboundj-ndividual. rf the European and American critics
of President Wilson who thought mainly in
strategic and material- terms, who measured
national power by army divisions and naval bases,
and the like, if they r¡¡ere realists, then
President Vüil-son was a realist of a dif f erent
sort. Sheerly for purposes of convenience, Iet us
call his view of the national and international
sj-tuation with which he had to cope a trhigher
realismrt, higher because more perceptive, more in
accord with ultimate reality, more likely to win
the long-run moral- approvaÌ of socj-eties
professing allegiance to thC conmon western,
humane, Christian t.raditions.-'"
PraEimatism, rather than any rigid ideological stance,

argua-bly remains an effective approach to foreign policy. In

the Gul-f War context, the NWO provided such an approach. The

US reactj-on to developments demanded changes in policy equal

to the changing international- political environment. The key

elements of the vision were ill defined, but successfuÌIy

served the purpose of bringing a nation together in support

of Bushts policy.

The dominant role of the US remained the same one it
had been during the Col-d War. The main difference, however,

tt6¡4hur 
S. Link op. cit., 1963 p.4.
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manifested itself in the breadth of that rol_e. The

niIitary, economic, and political preponderance of the US

necessj-tated an equally preponderant role in the Gulf. The

reality of t'he changes in the international system may force

the US to accept a diminj-shed role as the focus of power

makes a rel-ative shift toward economic capabiJ-ities rather
than rnilitary capabilities.

The NI¡IO and the use of force in the Gulf may have been

a manifestation of a dying tradition in Amerj-can foreign
policy. The declinist argument would argue that the US must

continue to reorient its foreign policy and reevaluate its
priorities. In order for the US to function at its highest

potential level in foreign relations, the domestic political
problems of the nation need to be addressed. Therefore

forcing the US to be more selective in its choice of future
actions and intervention in order to avoid stretching its
relatively diminished capabiJ-itíes beyond effectiveness.

The vision of a NWO expressed by President Bush may not

be as unreal-istic as it, appears aJ-though the actors in the

international system must be willing to adapt their behavior

to the changing circumstances in the internationat system.

The American rol-e in a new order should remain that of
leader. However, Ieadership may have to be shared in some

version of multipolarity in the changíng international
system.

Bushrs NWO, as a consequence of J-ong-standing

traditions, served its purpose in the Gul-f but was soon
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thereafter dropped when it no longer served the Presidentrs

rhetorical- purposes. As a catch-phrase, the Nwo served an

important role in American foreign policy. rt was not,

however, as signj-ficant as the symbols associated with

Saddam Hussein. The NWO encouraged and promoted

multilateralism and internationalisn as a continuing part of

US foreign poÌicy. The end of the Cold i'rJar provided an

opportunity for the US to act without having to worry about

the Soviet menace.

Essentialfy, Bushts NWO represented three key issues-

Firstr âs a result of the end of the CoId ÞIar, the NI'JO was

guided by pragmatism rather than being exclusively

ideological. Next,r âs a result, of this pragimatism, Bushrs

policy reflected the effect of the long-standing traditions

of realism and idealism in US foreign policy. Finally, the

multilateral interventionist nature of the NWO rebutted the

neo-isol-ationist sentiment in the US. In doing sor Bushrs

policy quieted the alarmist view that the US would adopt an

isolationist position in internat,ional politj-cs and withdraw

its commitments overseas.
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Cbapter 4- Third Perspect,ive: Ext,ernal St,ruct,ura1
Determinants and the l€WO

The end of the CoId War has caused the United States to

reconsider carefully its foreign policy. Changes in the

nature and structure of the international system Ieft a

policy vacuum which had prevj-ously been f il-Ied by the

containment doctrine. The collapse of the Soviet Union and

the post-containment security developments forced the US to

search for a ne\Ár approach to securing Àmerican interests and

maintaining international stabiJ-ity.

The end of the bipolar balance of power has aÌso

created uneasiness in the US. Tbe strictly defined

antagonism of the former East-West relat,ionship may now be

replaced by a less stable and inherently less predictable

environment. The Persian Gulf crisis provides an excellent

example of the potential volatility of the post,-Cold war

system.

During the CoId l.lar, American actions and j-nitiatives

in the Middle East were essentially conditioned by Soviet

behavior. The collapse of the bipolar system changed that.

US interventj-on in the Persian GuIf was nore easily

realizable without the potential Soviet counter-threat. As

william B. Quandt argues:

From the end of WW II until 1990 a full forty-
fives years Àmerican foreign policy in the
Middle East had only one steady point of
reference: curbing the expansion of Soviet
influence in an area judged to be of vital-
interest to the United States and its alli-es.
Each president, from Harry S. Truman to George
Bush, and each Secretary of State, from George
Marshall to James A. Baker III, viewed the Midd1e
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East through a lens at least' partþ" colored, if
not distorted, by Cold War rivalry.--'

The structure of the post-containment system will inevitably

be created and formed as a function of the newly emerging

Sources of power aS well- aS the changing nature of po\^Ier in

the international sYstem.

The alarming pace and scope of change have also had

significant ramifj-cations in trying to assess adequately the

changing distribution of power in the system. The absence

of an overarching Soviet threat and the survival of the US

at the conclusion of the Cold War requires that the bipolar

systern be repJ-aced by a representative structural

interpretation of current developments in world politj-cs.

The concepts of unipolarity and multipotarity have emerged.

In an attempt to comprehend the changing nature of the

system, historical precedents may serve aS important

determinants of the eventual label used to describe the

system.

The end of the cold war meant the end of an era in

American foreign policy. No longer would the Sovj-et Union

and communist bl-oc serve as the most clearly defined source

of American antagonism. Foreign poticy as defined by the

policy of containment no longer reflects the changing

realit.ies of the emerging j-nternational system. In order to

adapt successfulty to these changes, the US needs to nodify

tttwilliam B. Quandt "US Poliry Toward the Middle East" in Robert J. Art & Seyom Brown eds. US

Foreign Policv: The Search for a New Role (Macmillan Publishing Company, New York) 1993 p. 315.

¡tt *¿ gto*" argue that the Cold War era imposed a clarity of purpose ald relative ease of choice on US

foreign policy that is no longer available. "US Foreign Policy in the Post-Cold Wa¡ World: Introduction

a¡d Overview" in A¡t & Brorvn eds. op' cit, pp- I'2.
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its policy in order to suit the changing cj-rcumstances of

international relations.

Since the drannatic, revolutionary upheavals began in
Central and Eastern Europe and, to some extent, within the

Soviet Union in 1989, the American foreign policy establish-

ment has been searching for a new rrMr. Xrr a new foreign

policy guide who, ernuJ-ating the or.i-ginal Mr. X, George

Kennan, will set down on paper the broad outlines of a

nati-onal securj-ty doctrine desj-gned to guide American

statesmen in the next decade and beyond.118

The US needs to reevaluate j-t,s former foreign policy
guidelines while incorporating elements of change associated

with the transitional nature of the system. American foreign

policy will not sinply be rrrecreatedrt, but, rather it must

undergo significant modifications taking into consj-deration

historical lessons and transitj-onal chang'es. The ability of

the US to adapt, to adopt a nevr ItMr. Xtt, will allow it to

maintain its hegemonic position. The problem remains

constantr âs Nye states, and is contingent upon the fact
that the Col-d War is over and Americans are tryíng to

understand their place in a world without a defin.i-ng Soviet

threat.119

For t.he first time in decades, the US may be enterj-ng a

period of worl-d politics in which none of the most powerful

rrsFrancis P. Sempa "The Geopolitics of the Post-Cold Wa¡ World" Strategic Revierv VOL. 20. NO. l,
Winter 1992 p.9.
treJoseph 

S. Nye Jr. "American stratery afrer biplarity" International Affairs VOL. 66, NO. 3, Jul.v 1990

B p.153.
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states harbors aggressi-ve intent, and all are thereby freed

of critical threats to their physical security" The Great

Powers will continue to compete; for political influence

over issues that concern their interests, for market share

and technological leadership, as well as setting the rul-es

for cooperative endeavors (such as that in the Persian

GuIf ) . The post-Cold War worl-d will- not be f ree of viol-ence

despite the end of Superpower confrontation and antagonísm:

many signs in former communist and Third World states

indicate something different, and some of these conflicts

(such as that in the Gutf) may well threaten the Westrs

vital interest".12o

The emergence of a different distribution of power

among the Great Powers has changed the manner in which one

looks at international politics. A new system of powers

balancing one another is required to replace the relatj-vely

successful bipolar regi-me:

The fear of forceful dominatj-on on a global scal-e
does seem to have ended for the foreseeabl-e
future, and with it the distinguishing feature of
internatip¡al poli-tics in the twentieth

. IZLcenEury.

The changing international environment has made the

containment poJ-icy of the CoId War outdated. Former1Y, the

conduct of the Sovíet Union was thoroughJ-y analyzed and

eval-uated by Kennan in order to formulate an adequate and

tt"I'erry L. Diebel "strategies Before ConÍainment: Pattems for the funue" International Securitv VOL.

16, NO. 4, 1992 p.80.
rttlbid.
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ef f ective f oreign policy doctrine . rrThe attempt, rr Kennan

stated, rrmust be made if that conduct is to be understood

and ef f ectively countere d.. uI22 Understandj-ng the impJ-ica-

tions of the international systemic changes, âs Kennan dj-d,

should permi-t decision-makers and leaders in the US t'o

reevaluate American foreign policy. The containment policj-es

of the Cold War, in their rnul-titudinous rnanifestations' were

all products of Kennants initial evaluations:

tTlhe Soviet pressure against the free
inÃtitutions of tne western world j-s somethíng
t,hat can be contained by the adroj-t and vigilant
application of counterforce at a series of
cõñstantly shifting geographical and political
points, corresponding to the shifts and maneuvers
ót Soviet policy., but *î¡-fh cannot be charmed or
talked out of existence.---

The basis for post,-cold war foreign policy, however,

stitl originates from the sane sources as those consulted by

Kennan. Francis Sempa argues that the search for a new Mr.

X, unquesti-onably, has fostered an important debate on the

future national security strategiy of the US.124 The policy

proposed by the Bush aùninistration, especially during the

GuIf Crisis, was not necessarj-ly refl-ective of a long-term

approach to American foreign poli.y.12u

t 
"George F. Kennan American Diplomac-v (The University of Chicago Press. Chicago) I 984 p. 107

t'3lbid., p. l2o. Emphasis added.
r2aFrancis P. Sempa op. cit., 1992 p. 10.
tt5ln ifs sea¡ch for a new "Mt. X". the US has found in the NWO a sound basis from which post-

conf,ainment policy can be derived. As a foundation for filture foreign polic'l-, the NWO is similar to

Kennan's policy of containment in the sense that it may be utilized in subsequent times of crisis. The

NWO, ur ã faflout of long-sønding traditiors of American diplomacy and its consideration of the national

interest, arguably, makes it the gtoundwork for postrcontainment poliq.



As a policy response t,o a specific crisis in the Gulf,

the Nwo demonstrated the abilíty of the us to act

decísive1y. During the Cold War, the Middle East had been a

very volatil-e region where competition between the

superpowers was both constant and vigj-Iant. --In this

highly charged zoner r, J.C. Hurewitz states, ' 
rthe

Superpowers were engaged after the mid-1-950s in rivalry for

prestige, position, and j-nfluence -ttt26

The competition fostered by col-d tlar antagonism was

aimed at achieving various goal-s. The Superpowers sought' to

reinforce their strategic and economic interests in the

region at the expense of each other. Often the behavior of

the US and Soviet Union l-ed to near confrontation. Under

such conditions, the US could not act freely in the Midd}e

East. As a result of the end of the Col-d War, the abiJ-ity

of the US to act in the Middle East has been faciLitated.

In the context of the NI¡¡O, the importance of the Middl-e

East has rernained an integrat component of US foreign

policy. Bushrs poJ-icy appears to have been rooted in the

American desire to keep the Persian GuIf and its vast oil

reserves open to al-l states as well- as ensure that no single

state dominated these reserves. The relevance of the

analog'y between Bushrs NWO and the Carter Doctrine is

important to the understanding of US policy ín the regj-on.

Carter stated clearly and definitively that the US had, and

,?uJ. C. Hurewitz ed. Soviet-Americ¿n Rivalrv in the Middle East (Frederick A. Praeger, New York) 1969

p. 1.
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continues to have, great interest in the Persian Gulf. The

message of the Carter Doctrine is arguably reiterated in

Bushrs NI¡¡O. Carterrs 19BO State of the Union address

appears to identify a pattern of rhetorj-c and policy for

Bush:

We must call on the best that is in us to preserve
the security of this crucial region. Let our
position be absoluteJ-y clear: Àny attempt by aly
õutside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf
region rvill be regarded as an assault on the vital-
interesLs of the United States of America, and
such an assault wil-I be renelled ,þy âny means
necessary, including military force.

The principles enunciated by Carter remain relevant in

the context of the NWO. The potential danger however, no

longer originates from the former Soviet Union but as

william Quandt argues, from other sources:

IT]he Carter Doctrj-ne, modified to deal with
threats from within the region and as amended by
the Bush preference for multilateralism, is likely
to remaiñ the f ramework f or Ànerj-can ., $inking
about GuIf securj-ty throughout the l-990s.--"

As a part of the establj-shment of his Nwo, Bush sought

to address the issue of lraqi aggression without attempting

to resolve all- of the long-standing dil-ernmas associated with

the region. His was a policy of pragmatism v¡hich focused

orrr among other things, American securj-ty j-nterests .

.A,rguably, his policy was based on a desire for short-term

benefits and domestic poJ-itical acquiescence.

t,tJimmy C¿rter "The State of the Union" Address delivered before a joint session of the Congress.

January 23, 1980. Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Jimmy Carter 1980-81 Book I -

January I to May 23. 1980. (United States Government Printing Office. Washington) 1981 p. 197
ræWilliam B. Quandt op. cit., L993 p.32L.
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According to David Gergen, Bushrs policy objectives in

the Gulf have been both practical and effective in the

context, of the lraqi invasion:

President Bush shies away from grand schemes,
preferring to solve problems and seize
ópportunities as they ripen. He underestimates
h1s own capacity as a communicatorr so that he
rarely seeks to mobili-ze a pubtic march. Yet with
an intimate knowledge of other l-eaders and the
world t s largest Rolodex, he happiJ-y assembles
fraternitieçroof nations to achieve concrete short-
term goa1s.---

Conversely, George Kennants containment proposal, according

to Francis Sernpa, was based not on the temporary

circumstances of the post,-Wor1d War II order, but on

geopotitical realities which have been recognized since the

founding of t,he RePublic.13o

It would have been presumptuous of Bush to assume that

the NWO would repJ-ace the doctrine of containment in such a

dramatic fashion as that associated with the US-l-ed

j-ntervent,ion in the Gulf . Rather, it would perhaps be more

appropriate to assune that Àmerican actions in the GuIf

would themselves speak J-oudly to the validity of a potential

NWO. As Gergen argues, a significant degree of support for

the NWO emerged as a result of Bushrs direct approach to Lhe

crisis:
Bush rnanaged to rally a reluctant nation to a
successful war not with inspiring words or soaring
visions, but with a series of shrewd and forcing
actions. The clear lesson is that strong, clear-
cut and well-conceived presidential- initiatives'

tzeDavid Gergen "America's Missed Opportunities" Foreign A-ffairs VOL. 71, NO. 1, 1992 p.3.
r3hrancis p. Sempa op. cit., 1992 p. 10. Inva¡iably, these geopolitical realities consisted of the

maintenance of a balance of power in both Europe and Asia as part of a st¿ble international environment.
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especial-l-y those taken in partnership with other
natÍons, can tra,nf,for¡n public opinion in favor of
the whii.e House. t"

The rel-atj-ve success of the Gulf War policy was

contingent upon both decisive action and firn rhetoric.

Elements of both power politics and idealistic messianism

were necessary. Bushrs vj-sion and actions represented a

means of achJ-eving desired ends in the Gulf. Furthermore,

the NWO initiated debate on the future of US foreign poJ-icy.

The NwO represented an opportunity to implement a proactive

foreign poJ-icy with significantly greater freedom of choj-ce

wit,hout having t.o cornpete with Soviet threats. Containment

was designed to counter Soviet adventurism and irnperialism

while the NwO has attempted to deal with the rnyriad ne\¡¿

dangers emerging as a result of the end of the CoId War.

Kennan and contaínment

Kennants advocacy of containment stemmed from the

recognition that Americars security was greatly affected by

the balance of power on the Eurasian l-andmass.132 The focus

of US policy was on the communist bloc and the aggressive,

expansionist tendencies of the Soviet Union. American policy

would have to be one of rrlong term, patient, but firm and

vigilant containmentrr.t33 A""ording to Francis Sempa, Kennan

r3rDavid Gergen op. cit. 1992 p. 9.
¡3tlbid.

'ttJohn W. Spanier American Foreign Policy Since World Wa¡ II (Frederick A. Praeger, Nerv York) 1968

p. 36. Kennan's exact citation described US foreign poliry in the post-WW II period in the follouing
words: "Soviet pressue against the free institutions of the Western world is something that can be

contained by the adroit and vigilant application of counter-force, aI a series of constantly shiff.ing
geographical and political points, corresponding to the shifts and maneuvers of Soviet policy, but rvhich

cannot be charmed or talked out of existence." As cited in "The Sources of Soviet Conduct" op. cit.. 1984

p.120.
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was among the first Americans to realize that ww II resulted

in a grave imbalance on the Eurasian continent' which could

only be rectified by a strong us commitment to the

devastated nations within easy reach of soviet power' The

stationing in peacetime of large numbers of American troops

in Europe and Asia was a great departure for US foreign

policy. This development and the whole containment po]-icy

resulted from the imbal-ance created by the war and not from

a sudden realization that the Eurasian balance of power

affected Americars security interestt't'n

The stability of t,he Eurasian balance of power

continues to affect Àmerican securit'y interests despite the

end of the Cold War. The fragmentation of the Soviet Union

has lessened the threat of superpower conflict' but has not

eliminated the possibility of future crises. Russian

ni-litary capabi-lities remain potentially formidable, and

despite democratic reforms, political instability and

economj-c hardshÍp, Russia stíIl fosters a sense of

unpredict.ability in the former soviet republics. sempa

argues that:

The Russian-Ied commonwealthts miJ-itary can still
field the most powerful l-and arny on the globe'
It still possess-es thousands of nuclear warheads
ãna detivdry systems. Moreover, the Commonweal-th

t3oFrancis p. Sempa op. cit. 1992 p. 10. The containment of Soviet i¡tentions and actions as a result of

Americ¿n interests in Europe and Asia also helped stem tlre isolationist sentiment present in the US' The

latent fear of isolationism fãtt Uy political elites would appeår to have been quelled as security interests

concerning the Soviet Union emeìged as the primary focus of American poliry' Arguably, the potential

Soviet th¡eat to the West allowed emerican political elites to rationelize the pursuit of interventionist and

internationalist policies consistent with containment. The isolationist school of thought lost a great deal

of its appeal and influence as tÌre cold wa¡ entered its preliminary stages.
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continues t.o have interests which diverge from
[Arnerican] interests in Cuba, Àngola, Afghanistan,
Southeast Asia, and other parts of the world. The
ideological aspect of the Cold War may in fact
have. b..fbuterminated but the geopolitical- aspect
remalns.

Europe and Asia remain as prirnary regions of interest

in the formulation of a post-containment foreign policy.

The US must endeavor to irnplenent a new policy doctrine

conducive to American interests in the changing systenic

context.136 Foll-owing WW II the strategly of containment was

relatively quickly released:

A period of eighteen months passed before the
United States undertook that reassessment from
the surrender of Japan on September 2, L945, until
the announcement of the Truman Doctrine on March
L2, L947. Perhaps such a çqqvaluation could not
have been done more quícklY.*"'

The urgency associated with the creation of the

containment strategy shoul-d be reflected in contemporary

policy formulation. Despite the relative decline in

importance of military capabilities, US-Russian relations

still remain paramount t.o the security and stability of the

international system. The inherent stability of the bipolar

system has vanished only to be replaced by a more ambiguous

and uncertain balance of power. In order to foster
r35Francis P. Sempa op. cit. 1992 p. 10.

''ucefain simila¡ities exist concerning the beginning and the end of the Cold Wa¡ in that each period

marked a significant change in tÏe conduct of international relations among the major powers. The US

ard Russia were most effected by both of these periods. As a result of the end of the Cold War, the US

was and is once again faced rvith the dilemma of implementing policy conducive to avoiding crises (i.e.:

major war). In the context of the Persian Gulf, the Bush administration was successfirl in defusing the

crisis but the NWO has not been equated with a policy as successful as containment. The emergence of
containment in 1947 was both timely and propitious.
t"Joho w. Spanier op. cit. 1968 p. 31.
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stability the US needs to orient its efforts in order to

establ-ish a new foreign policy doctrine - a post-containment

strategiy reflective of the changing nature of the system.

The policy of containment came into being not onJ-y as a

result of the growing antagonism between the US and Soviet

Union but also as a function of specific issues in

internatj-onal politics. The main catalytic event which

fostered the need for containment lay j-n the Greece-Turkey

crisis of L947. Arguab1y, Greece and Turkey served as a

potential first trial of containment polJ-cy. The social and

politicaJ- dil-emmas in these states increased the potential

for surging Soviet infl-uence in the region. Louis Halle

explains the serious nature of the Greece-Turkey situation

and ref ers to the foll-owing points:

tTlhe deteriorating situation in Greece, where the
government was at the brink of economic and
rnif itary perditi-on, where it appeared that the
communiét rebels might be about to capture the
country for Stal- j-n t s rapidl-y expanding empire - -which -would t,hereby emerge , dt last' upon the
shores of the Meditèrranean. Until now Brit,ain,
pursuing t.he policy set by Churchill in L944, had
Ë"en providing the econornic and nilitary
assistañce that the Gree;c government needed to
stave off this disaster.lrö

Correspondingly, the situation in Turkey was as

critical as that in Greece. Una-bl-e to continue its support

and maintenance of these states, Britain \^IaS forced to

withdraw its assistance as a result of its own economic

quandary. These events, the relinquishment of British

t 381¡uis J. FIaIIe The Cold Wa¡ as Historv (llarper & Row, New York) 1961 pp. I l0- t I l.
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commitment to Greece and Turkey, represent,ed a significant

moment in post-Ww If history:

[T]he final end of Pax Britannica. Now, after two
Worl-d Wars, Britain had exhausted the last of the
means with which, for almost a century and a half,
it had maintained its power and d{qqharged its
responsibilities over the wide world.-"-

In response to the crises in the Mediterranean as well

as in Britain, the US was prompted to act in order to avoid

a further increase of Soviet j-nfluence in the region. the

series of events associated with t.he Greece-Turkey crisis of

L947 provided the catalytic el-ement necessary to the

implenentation of the policy of containment.l40 As Hugh

Ross argues, the importance of Àmerican involvement in the

region became increasj-ngly paramount:

Truman and his princj-pal- advisers on f oreign
policy argued that the imminent British withdrawal
from Greece would leave a power vacuum into which
the Soviets would swiftly rush. Secretary of
State George Marshall stressed that the fal-I of
Greece would leave Turkey in a dangerously exposed
position. And if both Greece and Turkey became
satellite states held firmly in a prescribed orbit
by gravitational pull f rom Moscow, the \^iay for
rapid Sovi¡:rt penetration of the Middle East would
lie open.

The association between the situation in Greece and

Turkey and the potential consequences in the Midd1e East is

r3elbid., pp. 1l l-112.
tooln Kennan's view, the miliø¡ization of containaent was inconsistent u'ith the means he had ascribed to

the policy. The dra-fting of NSC68 and the Korean War arguably necessitated a more liberal
interpretation of containment in order to counter communist intentions in the Far East. As Gaddis states:

"The result [NSC-68], like that more prominent product of a broadly confrived mandate, the United States

Constitution, was a document more sweeping in content and implications than its originators had

intended." From John læwis Gaddis St¡atesies of Contåinment: A Critical Appraisal of Postwar

Americ¿n National Securitv Policy (Ot'ord University Press, New York) 1982 p. 90.
rarHugh Ross ed. The Cold War: Containment and Its Critics ( Rând McNally & Company, Chicago)

1963 p.4.



not a specious one" The significance of the Middle East to

the US remains as relevant now as it was in the early Col-d

War era. Herein lies the catalyt,ic analogiy between the

emergience of containment and Bushts NwO. As part of his

March L2, L947, address to a joint session of Congress,

President Truman outlined what became known as the Truman

Doctrine:

I believe that it must be the policy of the United
States to support free peopÌes who are resisting
attempt,ed subjugation by armed minorities or by
outside pressures. I bel- j-eve that we must assist
free peoples to work out their own destinies in
their own v¡ay. . . It is necessary only to glance at
a map to realize that the survj-val and integrity
of the Greek nation are of grave j-mportance in a
much wider situation. If Greece should fall under
control of an armed minority, the effect upon its
neighbor, Turkey, would be j-mmediate and serious.
Confusion and disorder- 1i9ht..,42 *"1I spread
throughout the entire Middle East.'.

The association between relatíve stability and the

status quo in both the Middl-e East and Greece and Turkey is,

arguabJ-y, self-evident. Sinilarly, crisis management in the

Persian Gul-f represents an opportunity for Bush to nitigate

potentiaL for further chaos in the region. The importance

of the Middle East in the Truman Doctrine and the Nwo

represents a parallel int,erest in US foreign policy.

The Truman Doctrine and the policy of containment v¡ere

quickJ-y operational-ized in 1950 with the creation of NSC-68.

This highly secret document, brought into existence by the

National Security Council, ttproved to be the blueprint for

totlbid., pp.6-'7.
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waging the Col-d [,Iar during t.he next twenty years.rrl43 In

turn, NSC-68 was impJ-emented en vigueur and hence

legitimized by the outbreak of the Korean War. The

opportunity to test American policy in the post-WW II era

had come at a most opportune time when Amerj-ca needed to

demonstrate the validj-ty of its policy orientation regarding

the Soviet Union. John Lewis Gaddis suggests that the North

Korean invasion could hardly have come at a better time to

ensure the implementation of NSC-68:

Indeed this latter outcome was so serendj-pitous
that some students of the subject have implied
conplicity on the part of American officials,
either in Washington and Tokyo, in bringing it,
about...it, is true that President Truman had not
formally approved NSC-68 at the time the fighting
broke out in Korea, that his advisers had foreseen
difficulties in getting Congress to fund it, and
that the attack across the 38th para1lel greatly
simptj-fied the task...This happened in large part
because of the remarkabl-e manner in which the
Korean War appeared to validate several of NSC-
68ts most important conclusions. One of these was
the argurnent that aII interests had become equally
vital; that any further shift in the balance of
power, no matter how small, could upset the epf,ire
structure of postwar international relations.'==

Herein lies the similarity between the Truman Doctrine

and the NWO. Much in the same manner that Trumanrs polj-cy

was conditioned by a specj-fic j-ncj-dent, the NWO also arose

under analogous circumstances. Both visions of worl-d order

emerged at the end of a period of crisis and war one hot,

the other cold - wíth the intentíon of forging a more stable

ra3Miroslav Nincic Anatomv of Hostility: The US-Soviet Rivalry in Perspective (Harcourt Brace

Jovanovicl¡ Publishers, Orlando, Florida) 1989 p.133.
totJohn Lewis Gaddis op. cit. 1982 p. I09.
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and secure i-nternational- environment. Tucker and

Hendrickson address this issue specifically:

While the Truman Doctrine responded to a specific
threat, it did so within the framework of a
sweeping vision of world order and of an equalJ-y
sweeping view of the American commitment to, and
rol-e in, securing that order. The vision \¡/as
not,hing less than a worÌd free from aggression, a
worl-d in which free people might work out their
own destinies in their own way, a world that made
possible the lasting freedom and independence of
all nations...Containment formed the eventual
policy expression of the vision of worl-d order and
the conceplion of role held out in the Trumantzl5uoctrl_ne.

The sinilarities in both vi-sion and role are

significant. Perhaps the main difference between Truman and

Bush lay in the f act t,hat the NWO was not fol-lowed by a

concrete proposal or strat,egy such as containment and NSC-

68. Rather, the NWO provided a sound basis from which

policy could be derived in the post-Cold War era without a

formal and specific agenda such as containment. The

American reaction to crisis in the Gul-f reflected both the

pragmatic approach of the NWO as well as the

operationalization of Bushrs vision.

The absorption of American interest in the Middl-e East

has been consj-stent. Numerous political, strategic, and

economic irnplications have had direct influence on US

behavj-or in the regj-on.

inplications remain.

In the context of the NWO, these

A significant difference in the

conduct of US policy has emerged, howeverr âs a result of

t,he end of the Cold War. The paradoxical nature of the

totRobert W. Tucker & David C. Hendrickson op. cit. 1992 p.3l
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bipolar conflict arguably created a consensus between the

Superpowers and the Great Powers regarding the irnperative of

avoiding total war.

The Col-d Warrs multidimensional dyadic conflict between

Marxism-Leninism and liberal-democracy had given way to the

apparent trj-urnph of democracy and/or the prolif eration of

new ideologies. The bipolar system and the potential

dangers associated therein however, have, not been

supplanted by a more stable environment. The NWO, as a

policy for a specific crisis during an era of transition,
has arguabJ-y not establÍshed a viabl-e rnethod of Ínterpretj_ng

international politics in the post-containrnent era. The

desire for the promotion of global consensus may invariabJ-y

cause the collapse of the system as a result of the end of
bj-polar antagonism.

Essentially, the predictability and stability of the

bipolar system has been replaced by sornething less easily

f athonable. I¡Ihereas the focus of attention during the Col-d

War lay in the problem of avoiding large-scaIe catastrophic

war between the Superpowers, the post-Co1d War world may

encounter even more forrnidabl-e crises. The uncertainty and

unpredictability of actors in the context of the Ni^¡O may

prove problematic. The intentions of US foreign poticy

during the Cold War were focused, whereas in the post-Cold

War world, these same intentions may be dispersed or

diffused. Such a diffusion of American intentions may lead

to misperception or mj-scalculation. Arguably, the Cold War
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Iimited the problem of misperception as a function of the

close scrutiny of the other actorrs (i.e. Sovj-et) behavior.

The recalibration of American intentions in a l-ess

certaj-n worl-d would appear Lo be a necessary component of

successful policy. An effective policy would perhaps be

characterized as one which assessed crisis situations and

limited the potenti-al repercussions of crises. The ability

of the US to nodify its poticy approach to suit a radically

changing system is in large part contj-ngent upon its ability

to adapt policy to the changing nature of po\Árer. fn order

for the US to meet its object,ives, its intentions must

correlate with the realities of its diverse capabilities.

Strat,egic systemic changes

According to Sannuel P. Huntington, three significant

changes in the international syst,em have t,aken place which

ultimately affect Americars changing strategic interest.

These nodifications include systemic changes, changes in the

distribution of power, and changes in the rel-ations anong

states. In correlation with these three changes, the notion

of power, American declinism, and US-Russian relations

deserve particular consideration in t,he context of the NWO.

The first of these modifÍcations is systemic change,

which includes changes in the structures of domestic and

international politics. These include the emergence of a

truly global economy (economic globalism) and of powerful

transnational organj-zations; the electronj-c revolution j-n

communications; the globat movement towards democratj-c
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political systems and market economies; the declinj-ng

irnportance and power of the nation-stat'e for Some purposes

and the intensification of national and ethnic identities

for others; and the use of international organizations and

procedures (regimes) to deal with almost every conceivabl-e

international i=tue.146

These systemic changes are closely l-inked to the

changing nature of power in the international- system. The

relative decline in nilitary or command power coupled with

the increasing importance of economic capabilities has

caused Some specuJ-ation concerníng t,he future of US-Japanese

rel-ations. According to Joseph Nye, the nature of power is

changing and some of the changes will- undoubtedly favor

Japan, but some of then may favor the us even more. In

command power, Japants economic strength is increasing, but

it remains vulnerable in terms of raw materials and

relatively weak in terms of military force. And j-n co-

optive soft power, Japanrs culture is highly insular and it

has yet to develop a rnajor voice in international

institutions. On the contrary, the US has a universalistic

popular culture and a ma jor role in j-nternational-

institutiorrr. 147 Àrnerican mititary capabiJ-ities, and the

ability of these forces to be used in order to achieve

desired outcomes, arguaL'ly, provide the US with undeniable

lousamuel P. Huntinglon "America's changing strategic interests" Sun'ival VOL' 33' NO' I'
JanuaryÆebruary 1991 p. 5.
rotJoseph S. Nye Jr. "The Changing Nature of World Porver" Politic¿I Science Quarterly VOL. 105-

Summer 1990 App. 182-183.
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command power hegemony. Ergo, the diversity of American

power capabitities aIlows it to compensate for changes

within the system as well as those accompanying a changing

nature of power:

The ttgovernancert of the international system is in
part maintained by the prestige and rnoral l-eader-
snip of the hegemonic power. whil-e the authority
of the hegemonic power is ultirnately established
by miJ-itary and economic supremacy, rrthe posj-tJ-on
of the dominant, power may be supported by
ideological, religious, or other values colnmon to
a set of states.It Such arguments suggest the
importance of non-material resources i4ro the
crãati-on and maintenance of hegemonic order. t*o

Second, according to Huntington, there are changes in

the distribution of power. These include the rel-ative

dectine in Àmerican economic power after WW II; the rise of

Japanese economic power; the unification of Germany and the

consolidatíon of it,s position as the preerninent Western

European power; the rise of locally dominant powers in many

Third World regions; the general dj-ffusion of economic and

military capabilities in t,he Third World; and the social

rnobj-l-izat,ion of publics in the Third World. Most

sj-gnificant and dramatic of the power changes, however, is

the decline and perhaps collapse of soviet power, now

manifest in its economic weakness and its withdrawal from

Eastern Europe. 149

tt*G. Joho Ikenberry & Cha¡les A. Kupchan "Socialization and hegemonic poÌrer" Internatjonal

Organization VOL. 44. NO. 3. Summer 1990 p. 288.
roeSamuel P. Huntington op. cit. l99l pp. 5-6.
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During the CoId War, US-Soviet relations were paramount

to the stability and security of the international system.

The same assumption remains in the post-Co1d War era. The

importance of the changes in the US and the former Soviet

Union is that the domi-nant nature of these two states has

not vanished with the end of the CoId War, but remains

essentj-al to the sYstem.

The declinist school which has been advocating the end

of Àmerican hegemony. has raj-sed some concerns regarding

Huntington t s characterization of changes j-n the dÍstrj-bution

of power. One of the main issues of debate remains aS to how

the cost of victory in the CoId War, the victory of liberal-

democratic capitalism, witl have an impact on American power

j-n the post-Cold War era. The answer would appear to be

that t,he changing nature of power has caused the US to

experience a relative decline in its ability to exercise

power.tt' The cost of the CoId War, as Wal-ter Russel] Mead

argues, has been nisJ-eading and is only now becoming

apparent:

[The US has] won the Cold War the way Britain won
world War T¡ the Soviet Union has been defeated,
but in the struggle the United States Tost

rs\'he relative abiliry- of the US to exercise its various means of influence has declined since the early

stages of the Cold Wa¡. This phenomenon however. that of undisputed American hegemony, emerged as

a result of its ability to beneñt from the unique circumst¿¡ces attending the end of WW II. The absolute

decline of the capabilities of America¡ allies as rvell as that of the defe¿ted Axis powers enabled the US to

experience an artificially magnified increase in its own influence in the system. In many âspects, most

notably - economic, military, and political - the US enjoyed a level of influence never achieved in its

history. However, from the onset of the Cold War, the reconst¡uction and redevelopment of the war-torn

economies of Europe and Asia resulted in a relative decline of American influence. In the contexl of these

developments, the US has been in a stâte of relative decline - but onl) from an artificially elevated

position - occasioned by the devastation of W-W il-



economic ground to its allies. [The US] had a
larger role in the world in 1950 than in l-990.
Àfter the Second Worl-d War, I the US ] was in a
positj-on to estabLish a new worl-d order and it
did. But the post,-WW II era is over; the post-
Cold War era is beginning. And while the post-
WWII era was designed by the United States and
served its interests, the new order is being
created by others, and it threatç¡ls to lock the US
into long-term economic decl-ine. *"*

The nature of change in the international system

provides declinists with anple opportunity to promote thej-r

agenda. However, with the system in such a state of

transformation the validity of their arguments Ioses its

cogency. 'The alarmist nature of decl-ine theory is

accurately rebuffed by Nye:

Even conservative estimates show t,hat the US share
of global products has declined from more than a
third of the total after wwlf to a little more
than a fift,h in the 1980s. That change, however,
reflects the artificial effect of II: Unlike
other Great Powers, the US was strengthened by the
war. But that economic preponderance was bound to
erode a,fl^other countries regained their economic
health.L5t

À great deal of American capabilities during the Cold

I.{ar \{ras consumed by the bipoJ-ar rivalry. The diffusion of
153power'"" in the post-Co1d War system may cause the

appearance of US decl,ine but the actual power capabilities

of the US have, in general, not depreciated. Àmerican

decl-inism woul-d appear to provide an adequate rationale for

what Seyom Brown cal-ls rra time compressed transformation of
tstWalter Russell Mead "On the Road to Ruin: Wiruring the Cold War. losing the economic peace"

Ha¡oer's March 1990 p. 59.
ls2Joseph S. Nye Jr. "American stJategy after bipolarity" Internatjon¿l A-ffairs VOL. 66, NO. 3, JuIl
19908 p. 153. Emphasis added.
r53Joseph S. NyeJr. op. cit. 1990 A p. 170.
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seeningly stable relationshíps in world politicst'.154

Coupled with the apparent Àmerican decline, the collapse of

the Soviet Union represented the most signj-ficant

manifestation of change in the j-nternational system.

The disabling of the former Cold War opponentts

political, economic, and to a certain degree, nilitary

capabilities is likely to create significant repercussions

throughout the system:

The dramatic events of the past few years in the
Soviet empire have weakened the power that
threatened Eurasian hegemony for the last 45
years. But the bal-ance of power on Eurasj-a has not
al-tered to such an extent that Amerigg's weight
can safely be removed from the scales.---

In order to avert increased instability in an already

precarious envj-ronment, policies addressing the crj-ses in

the CIS, and most importantly Russia, need to be developed.

The collapse of the former Soviet Union has creaLed a

dangerous power vacuum where liberal-democratic capitalj-srn

may replace the fallen communist ideology. The failure of

such reforms in Russia is especially menacing in light, of

the increasing influence of ultra-nationalj-st gains. Former

President Richard Nixon argues that:

Peace and US security are inextricably linked to
the fate of Russiars political and economic
reforms. If Yeltsin succeeds, a democratic Russia
will integrate itsel-f, into the West. It wilI
bol-ster European stability, cooperate with l,Iestern

t'oseyo* Brown "Explaining the transformation of world politics" International JournaML. 46, Spring

I99l p.207.
rssFrancis P. Sempa op. cit. 1992 p.17.



powersinfar-f]-ungcrisesandenhanceprosperity
Lhrough trade. If he faÍIs, a ngw despot,isn-will-
arise based on extremist Russian nationalism'
This .orr1¿ trigger war amongi the former Soviet
iepublics, f orõe the West to rearm, t,hreaten
Eastern Èuropets security, relie-ve pressures in
China for poiiti".l reform, and lead to sales of
Russian arms and military technologY to- rogue
states.,p.uch as lraq, Syrial Iran, Líbya and North
Korea. t"o

Aninwardly-turnedRussiarattemptingtointegrate

democratic aspects of potitics as well as adjust'ing to the

effects of a market-based economy, should become a more

stable participant in international politics. In

particular, the soviet abandonment of the military

occupation of centraL and Eastern Europe has profoundly

stabilized international relation=.tut Russian reforms are

essential, in both economj-c and political spheres, for the

maintenance of domestic sLability can no longer be managed

as it was during the Cold \{ar. Russia is not alone. The US

also needs to address the rnyriad social and economic

problems of its society in order to participat'e more

adequateJ-y and successful-ly on the internatj-onal scene' A

strong American economy can bet.ter aid in the rebuiJ-ding

process of Russia which does require significant assistance

f rom t,he West:

while the communists have lost, wê have not hlon

until we prove that the ideas of freedom can pro-

"iaã the ieoples of the former Soviet Union with a

better Ii-fe.- I^Ie must enlist the same spirit that
won the defensive battle against communism to win

rsh.ichard M. Nixon "We A¡e Ignoring Our World Role" Time March 26, 19928 p.72'
rttwalter B. Slocombe "strategic stability in a restructured world" Survival VOL.32, NO. 4, Jttl¡-

August 1990 P.300.
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the offensive battle to ensure the victory of
freedom. We must nrobilize the West to commit the
billions of dollars needed to g+YF Russiars
reforms a fighting chance to succeed.*'-

Helping the former Soviet republics to join the fanily

of l-iberal democratic nations is not only in accordance with

the highest prj-nciples of the US, it is al-so in its national-

interest. Although the US has much to offer the new

republics in the way of political-nilitary incentives, such

as arms reduct,ion arrangements, much of the investment

capj-tat and economic assistance wiII have to be provided

through multilateral efforts. The US needs to join its

resources to those of other actors in the international

system in order to enhance both future US security as well

aS future prospects for a more cooperative international

order.159 The urgency of this task cannot be ignored by the

West in favor of a less costly short-term objective. The

inherent security and stability of the system may be a

function of the US-led Western response to the economic and

politi-ca1 crises in Russia. Nixon argiues that great dangers

may emerge if the US ignores its obligation to Russia:

A new Russian despotisn inspired by a vital
imperial nationalj-sm and shorn of the baggage of
t,he dying faith of communj-sm could potentially be

?v"l ñ"fto dangerous than the old Soviet totalitar-
l_anlsm.

tstRicha¡d M. Nixon op. cit. 19928 p.72.
rseAlberto R Coll "Power, Principles, and Prospects for a Cooperative International Order" The

Washington Quaferly VOL. 16, NO. I, Winter 1993 p. 9.

'6h.icha¡d M. Nixon op. cit. 19928 p.72.
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Third, according to Huntington, there are changes in

relations among states. During the CoId War, relations

among key countries v¡ere relatively stable and clear. Cold

War stability and predictability created by the strict

polarity of bloc relationships l-eft little room for

misperception or uncertainLy. The post-Co1d War era wíl-l- be

without an overriding cleavage such as that characterized by

bipolarity. The new world wil-l have a welter of ethnj-c,

national, religious, economic and cul-turaI antagonit*=.ttt

The international system, Huntington argues, will Iikely

j-ncIud.e the two following characteristics.

First, relations between nations nay be volatile and

less pred.ictable than during the Cold I^Iar because of fewer

commonly perceived threats. Nations wíII, therefore' more

frequentty pursue unilateral- interests. Second, relations

among states are likely to be more ambivalent as the strict

differentiation between blocs has disappeared. Rel-ations

among Great Powers may be characterízed by nyrj-ad dangers as

states abandon the Cold War bipolar system. Bipolarity did

provide an element of certainty and predictability among the

actors which may not function in a changing systemic struc-
. L62ture.

The reassurance among actors during the cold war

resulted as a function of the fear of defection from one

side of the scal-e to the other on the bipolar balance of

r6rsamuel P. Huntinglon op. cit. l99t p. 6.
r62[bid., pp.6-7.
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power. Bipolarj-ty, and the nultidimensional dyadic conflict

which characterized it, prevented global consensus at first.

As the Cold War continued, global consensus concerning the

dichotomy of the bipolar struggle emerged. The end of the

Col-d War may have caused the collapse of such a consensus in

that states are no longer restricted in their actj-vitj-es by

an overarching Superpowerrs inf luence. Unil-ateralÍsrn as

opposed to collectivism may be associated wit,h adventurism

in the post-containment era. fn order to maintain

stability, some form of balance among the Great, Powers needs

to be rnaintained.

Polarity and balance of power

Perhaps the oldest nethod by which natj-on-states have

sought to protect their physical security in a hostile

world, according to Deibel, is the balance of pot"t.tut

Based on a l-abel for the international system between the

t64B Treaty of Westphalia and the end of Cold War, the

balance of power has persisted for over three hundred years.

It showed remarkable st,ability in surviving the challenge of

such crises as the French Revolution and the NapoÌeonic
]-64wars.

AJ-though condemned in theory sj-nce its origi-n and

certainly in America wel-l before t{oodrow Wilsonrs tirne as

immoral and war-prone, balance of power polj-cies have been

t6'Terry L. Diebel "Strategies Before Containment: Patterns for the future" lnternational Securir¡* VOL.

16, NO. 4,1992 p.83.
rsJoseph Fra¡kel International Relations (Oxford University Press, New York) 1964 p. 156. The bala¡ce

of power which persisted during the Cold War provided a tenuous though stable political envirorunent -

all the while accomplishing the goal of avoiding tot¿I war.
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honored in practice when a nation has felt weak or vul-ner-

able.165 The balance of power in Europe has especially been

significant to the US since its founding. The pursuit of

American interests was best undertaken in a system of Great

Power balance where it could operate more freely. Deibel

states that in the early days of the republic the US was

able to capitalize on the balance of power:

When the new Uni-ted States was a small- nation
surrounded by the territorial outposts of hostile
and much more powerful countries, the founding
f athers used balance of power stateq¡:¡tf t to
protect and expand American independence.'""

The balance of power provided the opportuni-ty for the

US, at its inception, to pursue its policy objectives within

a retatj-vely stable and secure environment. The balance of

povJer did not mean an end to war or other crj-ses, rather, it

provided a structural framework within which actors could

pursue their objectives. rtln international politics,I' I¡Ía1tz

stated, 'rthere is no authority effectively able to prohibit

the use of force.rt ilThe bal-ance of power among statesrrr he

stated, ttbecomes a bal-ance of all the capacities, including

physical force, that staLes choose to use in pursuing their
1e1goals.rr-"'

tutT.r.J,'L. Diebel op. cit. 1992 p. 83.
t*Ibid., p. 84.
r6TKenneth N. Waltz Man. the State and Wa¡: A Theoretical Analysis (Columbia University Press, New

York) 1959 p. 205. The balance of power serves as a system of checks and balances in which, as Waltz
poinfs oul the freedom of choice (and action) of any one state is contngent upon the actons of all other

stâtes. p.204.



The balance of power established a sense of stability

and securj-ty. Over a period of nearly three hundred years,

from the Peace Treaty of Westphalia to the end of the Col-d

War, the bal-ance of power system has provided a structure

within which states balance the relative capabilities of one

another. The collective security system of the inter-war

period did not adequateJ-y replace the traditional balance of

power system, and., aS a result of the ut,opian intentions of

the League of Nations, it failed:

The collectj-ve security system was ineffective
because the Great Powers, both within and outside
the League, were insuf f icient'ly determj-ned in
their support for it... when they l-ook back upon
the fail-ure of the League to prevent another war'
the adherents of both the balance of power and of
col-Iective security agreed on one thing, that a
stabl-e order in the inter-war period was precluded
by the tack of co-operation among the Great Powers
- the recurrent differences between the French and
the British, the isol-ationism of the US, the long
exclusion from international society of Germany
and Russiar âs welt as the lack of co-operation
between th¡urwestern powers and Russia in the late
thirties.

During the traditional- balance of power era (1648-191-4)

all states, large and smal-l-, powerful and weak, became

involved in the balance. The balance was' to a great

extent, determined and maintained by a few powerful states,

a bal-ance of power among t,he Great Powers, and the system

depended on their co-exist"rr"..t69 fn the contemporary

international system, after the end of the CoId War, the

system is once again balanced by a few Great Powers. The

r6sJoseph Fra¡kel op. cit. 1964 pp. 164-165.
tunlbid., p. 158.
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contemporary system differs from the traditional balance of

power systern in that today, one Superpower remains as an

active leader in a rrcomplexrt balance of pot"t.1to The

evolution of balance of pov¡er theory was strongly lj-nked to

on American foreign poticy from the inter-war period and

throughout the Cold War:

Even that supposed moralist Woodrow WiÌson, and
aft,er hin Franklin D. RooseveJ-t, considered it a
viLal interest over which they led the United
States into war to prevent the landmass of
Eurasia from being dominated by a single power
which would thereby have sufficient industrial
capacity to bring war across the oceans to
emérican shores. Àf ter I^IWI I , such thinking was
applied beyond Eurasia to the entire wor1d.
fndeed, containment was essentially the
application of balance of po\^ler thinking to the
particular confÍgurpfiion of the state system that
emerged after L945.-'-

Balance of power has apparently fulfilled the goals of

its proponents in providing the system with a mechanism of

preserving the system of states. According to Deibel, the

question suggested by balance of po\Â¡er thinking for the

post-containment era is whether, v¡ith the collapse of Soviet

power, any nation is like1y in the foreseeable future to

pose a sj-milar threat to the TJS?172 Among the current Great

Power candidates, Japan seems to be anti-military and is

deficient in globa1 ideological appeal, Russia lags

economically and political-ly, Chi-na remains a less-developed

tto Hedley BuIl The Anarchical Societr': A Studv of Order in World Politics (MacMilla¡, l-ondon) 197'l

p. 102.

"tTrr.J'L. Diebel op. cit. 1992 p.84.
tttlbid., p. 85.
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country and is too weak, Germany is too enveloped by Europe'

Europe lacks political unity, whi-le Brazil or India are too
173young.

The probability of one or a group of challengers

test,ing Àmericars hegemonic position in the near future

seems unlikely" The exaggeration and misperception of the

absolute decl- j-ne of Amerj-can capabilities has given f alse

hope to a return to some romantic nineteenth century balance

of power system. The system is invariably more multipolar

now than it v¡as during the Col-d War based on the meteoric

ascent of Japan and Germany while the US carried the

majority of the economic and social burden during the

bipolar era:

If economic reforms reverse Russian decline, if
Japan develops a full-fledged nuclear and conven-
tiòna1 capabi-lity, or if Europe becomes
dramatically more unified, there may be a return
to classical multipoTarity in the twenty-first
century. But barring such changes, the US is
like1y to retain a broader range of power
resources militaryr economic, scient'if ic,
cultural, and ideological than other countries,
and the former ,fnoviet Union may lose its
superpov¡er staEus.

A new balance of power system, adapted to maintain the

nation-state based on the structural changes of the system

may sustain the status quo. American superiorj-ty in most

sources of power will- allow it to retain its Superpower

status despit,e the end of the Col-d War. In contradiction to

't3lbid., p. s5. & Joseph s.
rToJoseph S. Nye Jr. op. cit.

Nye Jr. op. cit. 1990 B p. 155.

1990 B p. 155.
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the decl-inist arguments, the US remains the most influential
and dominant actor in the internatÍonal system.

Furthermore, a number of other states have made relative
gains or sirnply maintained suf f icient po\,ver resources to

form a strong core of Great Powers. Huntington assesses the

new systemrs structural balance of power:

Some people labei- the nevr world muì_tipolar.
Others point out that the end of the Cotd War
worl-d left only one superpower. Both observations
are true. The emerging world is perhaps best
described as a runi-multipoJ-arr worl-d. The US is
clearly the only country that could be called a
superpower. At least six other countries the
Soviet Union, Japan, China, Germany, the UK and
France are major powefs, with ptrrticularized
strengths, weaknesses and int,erests.

Kenneth Waltz supported the bipolar balance of power as

a mechanism for maintaining stability during the Cold War.

He believed that, there had been only two j-nternational

systemic structures j-n modern history: the multipolar

system that had characterized interstate relations from

approximately the tirne of the Treaty of Westphalia through

the end of WWII, and the bipolar system that had replaced

it. On both theoretical and historical grounds, YIaItz

believed t.hat bipolar systems were inherently more stable

than their multi-polar counterparts. From a theoret j-cal

perspective, the existence of only two major adversaries

minirnized the possibilitj-es of misperception, confusion, and

unpredictable interaction: as any physicist could explain,

rtssamuel P. Huntinglon op. cit. l99l p.6.
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two-body problems are far easier to sorve than those

involving three or ror".1t6

The emerging structure of the international system may

retaj-n some measure of what wal-tz so strongly advocated, the

survival- of one of the superpowers. The cord warrs

biporarity did provide a certain sense of stabirity and

security despite atl of the superpower antagonism. perhaps

the usr âs a result of its superpower capabilities, will be

able to exercj-se some kind of mediatory rore in the

international- syst,em in order to manage crises. The

murtipolar dj-mension of the post-containment era may provÍde

the other necessary stabilizing factor in the system. The

concept of unipolarity has, however, attracted signì-ficant
attention.

Unipolarity, as manifested in the current pax

Àmericana, emerged as a result of the end of biporarity."'
The us fj-nds itserf in a unique positj-onr Do ronger opposed

by the soviet union, abre to pursue its j-nterests virtuarly
unirnpeded. charles Krauthannmer has been a fervent supporter

of such a proposition acknowl-edging that the transitional-
nature of the system has bestowed a unique status upon the
US:

with the fall of the Soviet empire, the bipolar
worl-d has become unipolar, the one remainj_ng
superpower should unashamedly and confidently ptay

rt6Kenneth Waltz as cited in Joh¡ læwis Gaddis "Infernat-ional Relations Theory a¡d the End of the Cold
W-ar" International Securitv VOL. 17, NO. 3, Winter lgg2/93 1992 p.32.
r"The 

US also experienced a sense of Pax Americana during the initial years following the end of WW II
as a restilt of its atomic monopoly.
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the part, act j-ng unilateralJ.y if necessary , Lo
its interests and its valuesdefend ¡.ts f riends,

abroad. t'o

The immediate post.-containment era allowed the us to
reign in a unipolar setting. However, the real_j_ties of the
syst,emic changes may be more conducive to referring to
Huntingtonrs uni-rnultiporar conception. Deiberrs structural_

interpretat,ion of the bal-ance of pov¿er is based upon two

characteri-stics :

First, because the emerging multipolar system
offers as potential allies more stateJ ofrelatively equal power; and second, because
ideological differences that constrain
realignments have declined in importance.
AJ-though its power may seem ress overwhel-ming thanin the early CoId War ,yçars r the US rernairis the
indispensable balancer.

The American role of barancer is not the same as that
of Britain in the past. Rather, the us role which is
wercomed by a surprising array of states across the globe

is seen as:

Thetrleast undesirableil outside power in many
regions (especiaJ-Iy Southeast Asia ãnd the persiair
elfl) by states who fear intra- or extra-regional
challengers and are too wea\r$o defend thernsetves
even against local hegemons.

The changing nature of the internationar systen has

produced a sui generis barance of po\^/er. Based upon the
rel-ative success of bipolarity in the short-term and of

'ttcharles K¡autÏammer "Bless Our Pax Americana" Washington Post Ma¡ch 22, lgglB p. A25.tto]...rj'L. Diebel op. cit. 1992 pp. 85-86.

''otbid., p. ao.
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rnultipolarity in the long-term I a unique approach to

i-nternational politics nay be emerging. The cornbination of

US strengths as a leader anong a series of Great Powers, in

absence of an overarchj-ng threat, provides the opportunity

for a stabl-e and secure system. Not unlike the bipoJ-ar

system, the uni-multipolar system ceteris paribus, should

encompass the reassurânce of systemic stability as weII as

the longevity of the multipolar approach. The US will remain

as the dominant actor in the system:

In the post-Cold War worl-d, the United St,ates will
continue to have an interest in ¡naintai¡titg itself
as the number one power in the worl-d.

The uS will maintain its role as leader despite the

rj-sing challenges from other Great Powers. Its interests in

terms of physical- security, value projection, and economic

prosperity will unabashedly be pursued as they were in the

past. As Nicholas Spykman wrote in L9422

it will be cheaper in the long run to remain a
working member of the Eurasian power zone than to
wi-thdraw for short int,ermissions to our insular
domain only to be forced to apply later the whole
of our national strength to redress a balance that
night have,.4eeded but, a slight weight at the
befinning. !ó¿

In the context of the NWO, the maintenance of order

among states remains a prinary objective for US foreign

policy. The structure of the system and the relationship
lErSamuel P. Huntinglon op. cit l99l p. 8.
tt2Nicholas 

Sp1'kman America's Stratee.y in World Politics: the United States and the Balance of Power

(Harcourt, Brace, and Company, New York) 1942 pp. 467468.
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anong States have evolved from a concrete bipolar design t'o

an anbiguous post-Cold War system. The traditional security

threat associated with the cold war has crumbled along wÍth

the Soviet system but other dangers persist. The ambitions

and interest,s of nation-states which had previously existed

under the yoke of Superpower influence have become more

realiza_ble. The threat of a premeditated nuclear attack

against the US, f:or example, has significantJ-y dininished'

The world in which the US must formulate and implement

its foreign policy has undoubtedly changed- The ability of

the US to act in such an environment in order to

successfully avert or l-init crises would represent an

effective method of crisis management. Bushrs NWO seemed to

represent such a policy initiative. Rather than returning

to the mindset of col-d war poticy, the Nwo has arguably

illustrated the benefits associated with a policy guided by

American interests. During the Cold War' American policy was

determined not only by what it sought to champion but al-so

by what it sought to oppose. The ability of the US to pursue

objectives based on what America personifies would represent

a consistent approach to foreign policy in the post-Cold I,tlar

era.

The N\^¡O represents such a policy. Intervention in the

GuIf demonstrated Americars ability to act, as well as

attempt to establish a policy framework conducive to

addressing the concerns of the post-Cold War era" AS

Krauthammer argues, the Persian Gulf crisis served an
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important purpose as a part of t.he potential Nwo. However,

the irnplications of Bushts poJ-icy are much deeper:

IT]he new structure of the international-
system. . . is the direct result of the co1J-apse of
the Soviet empire. The end of the Cold War
changed the structuåq of t,he world. The gulf war
simply revealed it.'""

The American reaction to the Gulf crisis addresses a

fundamental issue in US foreign policy. The forceful and

direct nature of intervention in correlation with the UN

seemed to spell an end to ambiguous causes and inconclusive

outcomes characterized by US Col-d War policy.

Sum¡nary

The external structural- determinants of the NI\IO

encompass an essential component to understanding Bushrs

Gul-f War policy. As a result of the end of the Cold war,

the US remains as the dominant actor in international

potitics. The role, both ascribed and acquired, of

Superpower remains an essential component of the American

political lexicon. Às such, American participation ín a

uni-multipolar setting seems predetermined. As a function

of the responsibilities associated with its hegemoni-c

status, the US will continue to pursue the interests which

brought it success. The triad of Àmerican foreign policy

interests has been and will continue being those of physical

security, economic prosperity, and the projection of

American values.

r83cha¡lesKrauthammeiop. cit. r99l p. A25.
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These interests had been successfully promoted and

defended during the CoId War. The end of the Soviet-

American confl-ict however does, not signify the cessation of

these interests. In the post-Cold War era these interests,

and perhaps most notably the projection of American values,

may become even more essentj-al to the stability of the

system. The maintenance of stabil-ity in the Middle East has

long been of paramount interest to US foreign policy makers.

The ability of the Bush adninj-stration to function

effectively in the Gulf under the ambiguous pre-conditions

of the post,-Cold War world is remarkable. As John Lewis

Gaddis explains, the end of the Cold War presented a sui

generis environment in which to conduct international-

relations:

The end of the Cold War brought about nothing less
than the collapse of an international system,
something that has happened in modern history only
once before if one accepts structuralismts
emphasis on the shift from,o;nultipolarity to
bipolarity at the end of ww If.'"=

As during the CoId War, US-Russian relations remain

paramount to the maintenance of stability. The abandonment

of this relationship coul-d prove hazardous to the future of

international politi-cs. The maintenance of stabiJ.ity

provj-ded the paramount, source of motivation for Bush in the

ttoJohn Lewis Gaddis op. cit. 1992 p. 53
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conduct of his Nwo policy.

rarnificatj-on of Bushrs policy:
George WeigeI reveals this

Insofar as it has a guiding concept, the Bush
administrationts instinctive passion seems to be
for I'stability". It is here that the President
and his foreign policy advisers most resemble the
statesmen at, the Congress of Vienna. Like
Metternich, Castlereagh, and Talleyrand, President
Bush, Secretary of State James À. Baker III' and
National Securit,y Adviser Brent Scowcroft are men
made profoundly uncomfortable by revolutionary
ideas, and indeed by revolut,j-onaries and yet
they are re_sponsilfg for US foreign policy in an
age of revolutj-on. ---

As a result of Bushrs desire for the maintenance of

stability lies the need for an active and effective foreign

policy. The irnpÌementation of policy cannot be expected to

produce fruitful resul-ts unless, ât times, it seeks to stray

from convention. Certainly the approach undertaken during

the formul-ation of the NI^¡O \ttas novel-. Perhaps as a result

of Bushrs unique nanipulation of variabl-es such as the UN,

the coalition states, and Àmericats leadership position, the

NWO may represent a manner in which foreign policy may be

conducted in an increasingly interdependent world. Backed

by sel-ective and proportionate American commitments, an

incipient global security structure derived from widening

and j-ncreasingly self-reliant regional cooperation maY,

according to Brzezinski, be possible.186

tttceorge Weigel "On úe Road to Isolalionism?" Commenta¡.i' VOL. 93, NO. l. Janua¡-v 1992 p. 38.
rs6zbigniew Brzezinski "Selective Global Commitrnent" Foreign Affairs VOL. 70. NO. 4. Fall l99l p.

20.
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The pursuit of stability however, has never easj-ly been

achieved. The importance of American leadership in the

fut.ure remains essential-. The rel-ative success of US policy
in the GuIf reified Amerj-cars hegemonic status. The

implementation of the NWO and the US role within it did

require substantial effort and commitment. Although the

costs, both economic and social, v¡ere l-ess the risk
remains" Às Krauthammer states, withdrawal from the world

and its conf lict,s will only entaj-l greater chaos and

disaster. The importance of a continuousJ-y sustained focus

on international politics is essentj-al and will requj-re

active engagement:

If we want relatj-ve stability and tranquillity in
the worì-d, \4¡e are going to have to work for it.
It wil-l come neither of itself nor as a gift from
the Security Council. It will only come from an
American foreign .Bglicy of 'rrobust and difficult
interventionismrr . -"'

Interventionism and engagement in international
politics remain sjne qua non to American interests. The

alternative, the withdrawal of commitments, invites
uncertainty into the international arena. The need to
clarify Americars changing strategic interests remains

essential. Perhaps as a result of the changing nature of

the system, this task becomes even more formidable. The

maintenance of American security remains quintessent,ial. In

order to successfulJ-y irnplement its policy and pursue its
ob jectives, the US needs to establ-ish a tangibJ-e security

'ttcharles Kraulhammer op. cit. l99l p. 425.
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doctrine. Kissinger spoke

signifì-cance of which has

on the s¿Lme topic in L957, the

not been Iost on contemporary

ti-mes:

The basic requirement for Àmerican security is a
doctrine which will enable us to act purposefully
in the face of the chal-lenges which will
inevitably confront us. Its task will be to
prevent us from being continualJ-y surprised. our
doctrine must be clear about thq^ nature of our
strategic interests in the world. too

Bushrs Nwo represents an initial attempt to confront

the issues which chalJ-enge American interests. Ina

changing world, in a new world order, the establistrment of a

strategic doctrine may require extensive tj-me and effort.

The indispensability of such a doctrj-ne in the post-Col-d War

era imposes a sense of urgency for this task. The future

success of policy remain inextricabÌy l-inked t.o

interventionisn and J-eadership. But neither of these

characteristics of effective foreign policy are likely to

endure if j-solationist tendencies triuinph.

't8Hen¡y A. Kissinger Nuclea¡ Weapons and Foreign Policv (Council on Foreign Relations, Harper

Brolhers, New York) 1957 p. 405.
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Chapter 5- Conclusion: Neo-isolationism and the NWO

The need to remain actively engaged and committed to

foreign undertakings appears to represent a truism of

American post-wW f r pol-icy.189 Throughout the Col-d War, US

interventionism best served American interests abroad.

However, even during the bipolar period there existed an

int,erest in pursuing an j-solationist path. 19oTh" political

environment of the Cold War precluded a return to any such

policy which would have hampered US efforts to defeat,

communisrn. The end of hostilities between the Superpowers

with the collapse of the Soviet Union seemed to represent an

opportunity for Àmerican policy-nakers to refocus thej-r

interests on domest,ic issues. The NWO, however, did not

al-low for such a change in policy as Bush recognized the

genuine need to remain engaged in international- pol-itics.191

rselsolationism in Americ¿n foreign poliry has often been misinterpreted. For re¿sons of practicality, the

US rvould never be capable of isolating ilself from other nations. As the world has become increasingly
interdependent in the political, economic, social, and culrural spheres, the probability of an isolationist
policy lost its limited credibility. The notion of a "Fortress America" isolated from tlte comrption and

influence of other ståtes represents an ide¿listic or literal interpretation of the concept. At its heigh¡
during the early years of the republic as well as the inter-war period, isolationism represented a policy

derived from the speci-fic political considerations of the period in question. The incompatibilities of the

cufient international environment are not conducive to the implementation of a neo-isolationist revival.
Ironically, the maintenance of overseas commitments serves as the most pragmatic approach while
dispelling the latent isolationist fears of politic¿I elites in the US.
r&erhaps the most obvious and relevant example of this phenomena during the Cold War emerged as a

result of American involvement in Vietnam. The inconclusive nahue of the end of US involvement in
Vietnam as rvell as the high social, political, and economic cost spawned what came to be known as

Vietnatn Syndronte. As a result of the engagement in South East Asia, popular support for US

interventionism declined, therefore rekindling the forces of the isolationist school.
tntRonald Steel notes that foreign poliry elites in the US fear the loss of power and influence they

exercised during the Cold War: It is not surprising that there are those, particularly in the foreign policy

elite, who actually miss tìe Cold War. It gave us a cause to defend, allies that paid deference, and a role
as undisputed boss of the realm rve called the 'free world'. . . What were we afraid of ? Indeed" were our
le¿ders realty afraid of the power of the Soviets to seduce and intimidate the enLire world? Or did they

ñnd it to be a usefü enemy that allowed them to build up the military and economic po\ryer that created
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The debat,e

foreign poJ-icy

between interventionist and isolationi-st

has exist,ed since the founding of the

republic. During the early years of the United States,

isol-ationism provided the most plausible course for its

relations with other states, most notably those j-n Europe.

Bernard Fensterwald elaborates:

. . .rtisolat,ionismrr v¿as a marked success during the
nineteenth and early twentj-eth centuries; by
adhering to this policy, we expanded across the
continent and became the strongest single power in
the world. when we departed from it (L798'I8L2) |
\^¡e got our fingers burned. The success of the
policy over a long period of time was its most
dangerous element; America was led into the
delusion that its success depended not on
poJ-itical circumstances but on geography and
ñatural law and that the policy could be
successfuJ-ly fol-l-owed forever. The other salj-ent
point is that the raison d'être of nineteenth
õentury aloofness toward ET69pe was the desire to
expand in other directj-ons.---

By remaining aloof from European por¡ter politics the US

was able to focus on expanding the American frontier and

developing its political, economic, and social

infrast,ructure. Isolationism became the accepted poJ-icy in

the US as a result of the suj generis nature of the colonial

settlers. A distinct sense of alienation from Europe

encouraged a poJ-icy within which Americans could thrive and

develop in the nev¡ world. The messianist,ic tendencv of

what has beenjustly called the American Century?...Arguably, it was about a role of dominance that the

foreign policy elite sought to exert" and to which it is still committed even tlough the old foe has

vanquished. See Ronald Steel Temptations of a Superpower (Harvard University Press, Cambridge.

Massachusetts) 1995 pp. lO, 12 &' 21.
re2Bernard Fensterwald Jr. "The anâtomy of American 'isolationism' aad expansionism. Part I" Journal of
Conflict Resolution VOL. II, NO. 2. June i958 p. ll2.
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America with its notion of exceptionalism had to first

develop and expand in North America:

The Àmerican colonists al-so developed a dist,inct
feeling of rtseparatenessrr from Europe, which Yas
based on geographicalr economic, and social
factors. eltieã wittr trseparatenessrr \^¡as a feeling
of ttdif f erentnessrr f rom Europe. Alt'hough they
f el_t superior to Europeans in some h'ays, . they f e-lt
a deep èense of inferi-ority in others: ít was the
coonsËin cap versus the periwig, the 1og cabin
versus the nanor house. During col-onial days we
find the beginnings of the vague, anorphous,
mystical doctiine of rrmanifest destinytr, which.was
a mixture of predestination, religj-on, optimism,
and egotism. Americans felt they seemed to
know- lfrat they had a great future ahead of them,
and it did not involve dependence upon Europe;
rather they weÊq to achieve it, for themsel-ves and
by themselves.---

The initial preoccupation in America with the

establishment and naintenance of its own indj-viduality among

nations represents what Morgenthau characterized as the

first purpose of Àmerican politics. This purpose, that of

establj-shing equality in freedom in America' was sjne qua

non to the conservation of its unique nature:

To maintain that achievement of equality in
freedom within the United States has, then, been
the fundamental and rninimal purpose of America.
This purpose is fundamental, since the
distinctiveness of America ?Fo a nation among
nati-ons is predicated upon it. -- '

The value of j-solationism as a means of achieving

desired ends durj-ng the formative years of the republic was

j-ndispensable. In order to pursue successfully its myriad

tn'Ibid., p. t 14.
reoFlans i. Morgenthau op. cit. 1960 p. 33. This first purpose of American politics as described by

Morgenthau is followed by hvo others. The second purpose necessitates the maintenance of equalin in

freedom in America as an example for other nations to emulate. The third pu-rpose, according to

Morgenthau calls for America to expand the area of equalitl in freedom in order to maintain equalify in

freedom at home. By establishing, maintaining, and then exporting equality in freedom the threefold

purpose of American politics would be fulfilled. Ibid.' pp' 34-36.
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objectives on the North American continent, the policy of

al-oofness prov.i-ded the necessary policy framework from which

to operate.lesDuring the eighteenth and nj-neteenth

centuries, the US was able to prosper and flourish behind

the poJ-icy of isolationism. The twentieth century brought

many changes in international politics. The US had become a

major pov¡er and therefore was obligated to abandon the

policy which had made its ascent possible. In the context

of the CoId War, isolationj-sm would have been inappropriate.

The same remains true of contemporary international

politics.

Despite the end of the CoId war, isolationj-sm and/or

isol-ationj-st tendencies do not provide the necessary policy

framework for the US. American foreign policy has been

implemented in the past with a certain degree of success as

a result of its status in the international community. As a

result of the accumulation and development of American power

and influence, foreign policy objectives have been more

accessible. The impJ-ementation of Bushrs Gulf War policy
te5lt is noteworthy to add that the issue of territorial security during this era of continental imperialism

was not of paramount æncern to American poliry-makers. The US was able to pusue ifs interests in the

new world as a result of its insulation from the turmoil of European power politics. ln 1823, the Moruoe

Doctrine expressed the intent of the US to retain a poliry of isolationism from European affairs. However,

the European powers would have to refrain from attempting to venture into the Western hemisphere.

Only the support of the British gave the Monroe Doct¡ine a-ny legitimacy. Ronald Steel explains:

What gave the Monroe Doctrine its teeth was not official rvarnings from Washington, but British sea

power operating to prevent the Continental nations from reæstablishing their colonies. Even if tle new

states of Latin America were in danger from imperial Europe, the young America¡ republic of 1823 was

not in a position to do very much about it. The Mon¡oe Doctrine - which has since become one of tÏe
most important, and most misunderstood, decla¡ations of American foreign policy - was not much more

than a bold geshre. Ronatd Steel Pax Americana (The Viking Press, New York) 1967 p. 195. Also see

Ma¡tin E. Goldstein America's Foreign Policy: Drifr or Decision (Scholarly Resou¡ces Inc.. Wilmingtion
Delaware) I 984 p. I 15. & Ruhl Bartlett Polic.v and Power: Two Centu¡ies of American Foreisn Policv

Gil A W*g, New Yorþ 1963 PP. 73-76.
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Serves as an example of continued American hegemony. The

significance of hegemonic socj-alizationl96in American

politics remains essential to the conduct of foreign policy'

Às a result of hegemonic Social-ization, a State may

achieve t,he outcomes ít prefers in internationaL polítics

because ot,her states wish to follow it or have agreed to a

system that produces such affects. In this sense, it is as

important to set t.he agenda and structure t,he situations in

worl_d politics as it is to get others to change in

particular situatj-ons. This aspect of power, gettj-ng others

to want what you want, night be called indirect or soft co-

optive power behavior. It is in contrast to the active

command potver behavior of getting others to do what you want

(also defined as structural power). Co-optive soft pov¿er

can rest on the attraction of oners ideas or on the ability

to set the politj-cal agenda in a way that shapes the

preferences that others .*pt."t.19t

only a relatively powerful state(i.e. a superpower)

coul-d effecti-vely exercise soft power rather than resorting

to military capabj-Iitíes or other power sources associated

with hard cornmand power. The increasing importance of such

tehhere are fwo basic ways in which a hegemonic nation can exercise power and secu¡e the acquiescence

of other nations. The first is by manipulat:ng material incentives [i.e.: command power]. The second

basic way in which a hegemonic nation can exercise power is by altering Í,he substantive beliefs of le¿ders

in other nations. Hegemonic control emerges when foreigr elites buf into the hegemon's vision of

international order and accept it as there own - that is when they internalize the norms and value

orientations espoused by l-tre hegemon and acæpt its normative clairns about the nanue of the

international system. John G. Ikenberry & Cha¡les A. Kupchan op. cit', 1990 p. 285.
tetJoseph S. Nye Jr. op. cit., 1990 Ap. l8l.
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power sources aS cult,ural and social appeal appear to be

f avorabl-e to the US:

Soft po\^/er j-s just as important as hard command
pohrer. If a state can make its power legitimate
in the eyes of others, iL will encounter less
resistance to its wishes. If its culture and
ideologiy are attractíve, others will be more
willing- to fol-low. If it can establish
internãtional norms that are consistent with its
society, it wilt be less likely to have to change.
If it can heJ-p support institutions that encourage
other states to channel or limit their activities
in \^¡ays the dominant state prefers, it may not
need any costly exercises of coercive or hard
power in bargaining situations. The universalism
of a countryrs culture and its ability to
establish a set of favorable rules and
institutions that govern areas of ip.Ç.ernational
activity are crucial sources of pow.r.t'o

In much the same way, the superpowers maintained their

status during the Cold War in part because rrof the fact that

we conceive of them as suchtt.199 .American hegemony witl be

maintained by its exercise of soft as well as hard powers.

The fact that these soft sources of power are becoming more

important indicates the importance of the ability to

socj-al-ize the beliefs of others. The US is currently the

only state capable of exercisj-ng these soft powers with any

apparent effectiveness on a global scale:

Power is exercised through a process of socializ-
ation in which the norms and value ori-entations of
l-eaders in secondary states change and more
closely reflect those of the dominant state.
Under these cj-rcumstances, acquiescence is
achieved by the transmission of norms and

re*Ibid., p. 182.
rÐCh¡ister Jonsson Supemower: Comparing American and Soriet Foreign Policy (Frances Pinter.

London) 1984 p. 15.
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reshaping of value orientations and not rS$mply by
the mänifulation of materíal incentives.'

The us exercises both varietíes of power and as a

result transmits its norms and values throughout the

j-nternational system. fhe CoÌd War victory of liberal--

democratic capitalism has emerged aS a result of American

hegemonic socialization throughout the post-WW II era.

During the CoId War, both hard and soft power were exercised

by both blocs. However, the victory of the West has alJ-owed

the US to cont,inue to disperse its vaf ues and bel j-ef s

throughout the sYstem.

The hegemonic status ascribed to the US all-ows for the

continuation of American influence in international-

polJ-tics. Interventionism rather than isolationism permits

the US to retain its Superpower status. In order to

maintain the momentum of the dispersion of Western (i.e.:

American) values, it remains necessary for the us to

continue its policy of active engagement on the globa]

scene.

Bushrs Nwo served the purpose of reconfirming Arnericars

hegemonic position during a period of transition and

reevaluation. The NI^IO attended to the crisis in the Persian

GuÌf and reinforced tunerica'S commitment to the maintenance

of stability in the world. StabíIity and the absence of

total war remained major interests in the conduct of US

foreign policy. In order t,o maintain stability, Bush sought

t*Joho G. Ikenberry & Charles A. Kupchan op. cit', 1990 pp. 285-286.
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to employ methods from both school-s of thought, morality and

power

Morgenthau argues that American foreign policy can be

categorized, in terms of the duality of human nature, into

three classifications. These divisions in the formulation

and implementation of policy simplify the understanding of

the NWO:

The illusion that a nation can escape, if it wants
to, from power politics into a realm where action
is guided by moral principJ-es rather than by
considerations of power is deeply rooted in the
American mind. Yet it took more than a century
for that illusion to crowd out the older notion
that international politics is an unending
struggle for power in which t,he interests of
individual nations must necessarily be defined in
terms of power. Out of the struggle between these
two opposing conceptions, three tlpes of American
foreign policy have emerged: the realistic
thinking and acting in terms of power
represented by Alexander Hamilton; the ideological
- thinking in terms of moral principles but, acting
in terms of power represented by Thomas
Jefferson and John Quincy Adams; and the
moralistic - thinking and acting in terms of,,..,¡noraJ-
principles - represented by Woodrow Wilson.'"'

As a heuristj-c device, Morgenthaurs triad would appear

to stigimatize the NWO as ideological. Bushrs policy was in
part motivated by moral- considerations and did include the

exercise of power. It, woul-d be erroneous, however, Lo

assume that policy could be so easily categorized.

Morgenthaurs three types serve to distinguish the

differences between policies. Àlthough the NWo does fit the

'o'Hans J. Morgenthau In Defense of the Nationai Interest: A Critical Examination of American Foreign
Policv (Alfred A. Knopf. New York) l95l p. 13.
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criteria associated with the ideoJ-ogical type, its

motivation and implementation are far more cornplex.

Freedman argues that Bushts aforement'ioned first

version of the NWO, associaLed with the novel features of

the Gulf f,lar, is more vul-nerabl-e to charges of exaggerated

ambition: soaring rhetoric racing ahead of reality. rn the

awkward weeks following the successful concfusion of the

war, when Saddan Hussein v¡as still in por^rer and

j-nternational attention focused on Some of the more painful

and discreditable aspects of the post-war condition of both

Iraq, Kuwait, and of American policy, the outcome appeared

to fall- short of any vision of a better world.202 The

apparent disappointment in attaining the princj-ples

associated with a Nwo may have caused some observers to

reevaluate their expectations raj-sed by Bushrs jingoistic

rhetoric. According to Àdam Roberts, however:

À cynical interpretation of Bush's recycled vision
night have been that preparation for a large and
risky nilit.ary operation overseas always invol-ves
an escalatLap of rhetoric, and this was no worse
than most.'u'

Criticism of Bushts rhetoric and policy emerged as a

result of public expectations for the future of American

foreign policy as we]I as the international system. As the

war in the Gulf came to a conclusion, the anarchic nature of

2021¿utence Freedman "The Gulf Wa¡ and the new world order" Survival VOL. 33, NO. 3, May/June

1991 p. 196.

'o3Adrm Roberts "A new age in international relations?" International A-ffairs VOL. 45, l99l p. 14.

Emphasis added.
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the international- system predictably remained. Bush had

described the Gulf War as the first test of this nev/ order,

as his initial effort:

He acknowledged that the world was not moving into
ran era of perpetual peace.r Instead, rThe quest
for the NWO is in part a cþP]Ienge to keep the
dangers of dj-sorder at bay. | .v=

Oespite the success associated with the US-l-ed

coalition effort in the Gulf, certain questions regarding

the solvency of the NWO as well as the future of US foreign

policy remained. Support for Freedmanrs interpretation of

t,he first version quickly vanj-shed and v/as replaced by the

more pragmatic second version. fhe notion of coping with

challenges and crises as they arise remains as the guiding

principle of US foreign policy. The ideal-istic nature of

the first version, that of a vision of peace and harmony

served the rhetorical purpose of testing the waters of

public opinion.

crisis management and the maintenance of st,ability

remain primary goals of US foreign poJ-icy. The mechanisms

and procedures for attaining these goals have been changed

as a functj-on of the changing international system. The

GuIf Crisis provided a pattern of how crises could be

addressed on a rnultilateral level. However, this model of

intervention was successful aS a result of the pragmatic

t*LawrenceFreedrnan op. cit., t99f p. 196.
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behavior of the US and its coalition part,ners and obviousJ-y

not because of the utopian nature of NWO rhetorj-c.

The cooperative interventionist nature of the GuIf

experience has caused some concern on the American politicaJ-

scene. Some observers bel-ieve that the US is adopting

foreign policy objectives contrary to the well-being of the

US and its domestj-c political problems. Cl-ose US

involvement with the United Nations and fear of the

emergence of a socialistic world government has pronpted

some observers to adopt an rAmerica First' ideolog'y.

The itAmerica fírstersil argued that the United States

should opt out of the international "t"rr.2ou and focus on

the domestic scene. These isolationists, Ied by Patrick

Buchanan, argued that America should stop I'bearing the

burdensrr of the world and turn inward once again. According

to Nathan and Oliver:

tTlhe isolationists Itradit.ionally] argue that the
real threats to Ànerican security are domestic and
must be t¡3qded to if Àmerican influence is to be
extended.

Right-wing activists have warned against US invol-vement

el-sewhere while the very fabric of American society

unravels. The US has been bearing the burden of the

international system while domestic social probÌems have not

been dealt with adequately. Stanley Hoffman argues that:

?osKenneth T. Walsh et. al. "With Communism Defeated, America can'Come Home"'US Nervs & World

Report February 3, L992 p. 27 .

t6James A. Nathan & James K. Oliver Foreign Policy Making and the American Political System (Little,

Brown and Company, Boston) 1983 pp. l'12-173.
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Neo-isol_at.ionists want the us to deal only with
threats to Àmericars physical security, political
independence, and donestic liberty' They find. no
such threats at present, and therefore argue.that
t.he US should let other powers, and regional
ba]ang5l¡ of poI¡¡er, take care of a1]. the world|s
woes.

Furthermore, according to j-solationists, the coalition

forces workj-ng in unison with the UN have set a dangerous

precedent in terms of advancing the cause of globalized

socialism:

The painful truth remains that American blood has
been spilJ_ed in the Middle East, not to protect
Americå, but to help build a nevr world order under
the control of thê United Nations. Now that
president Bush has shown that his NWO can work in
t,he Persian Gulf , the UN, with Bushrs help, might
work to 'solver other global crises. In addition
to rresolvingr regional conflicts in the Middle
East, Centraf america or Àfri-ca, the UN might also
declare war on environmental concerns, the
international drug trade ¡ oT international
terrorism. Brick nv brick, the house of worTd
order night be built under the guise of soTving
probTems that supposedTy _transcend national
boundaries untiT at Tast the US becomes )A.mere
province in a socialistic world government""-

The validity of the concerns for the future of the us

by the Right, are reminiscent of the early years of the

American Republic:

The cardinal principle undergirding the foreign
policy of the young republic ryas isolationism'
Þreciåely defined, tnis set of ideas \.¡as, in
itself, iargely negative a limitation upon the
action of -the United States government' ft
required the avoidance of permanen_t alliances and
of involvement .in the dornestic af f airs of other

,otstanley Hoffman "Bush Abroad" The New York Review VOL. 39, NO. 18, November 5. 1992 p. 59.

The reality of complex interdependence necessitates the maintenance of US commitrnents.
t*Gary Bónoit "American Blood for a New World Order?" The Nerv American Ma¡ch 26. l99l p. 4'

Emphasis added. The uN does not possess the necessa¡y homogeneitv nec€ssary to achieÏe such an end.

OnIy under highly specific conditions could a Gulf-like intervention reoccur.
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continents. But taken together with such other
rnajor concepts as neutrality and the Monroe
Doctrine and such lesser ones as nonintervention,
recognition of de facto governments, and equality
of trade opportunity, it provided a positivq.,Fnd
real-istic course for a young and weak nation.'"-

The policy of isol-ationism suited the US as a young and

weak natj-on. Through both revolution and evolutj-on the US

has çJrown to Superpower status, a status of power and

influence in world politics which a reversion to

isolationism would jeopardize. On t,he contemporary scene'

Stanley Hoffman argues that three ideologies dominate the

intell-ect,ual debate concerning Americats rol-e in world

politics. These ideologies include the neo-isolationists,

t,he realist,s, and the international-ist".2to

Bushrs NWO foreign policy incorporated elements of both

the realist and international-ist ideologies. Isol-ationism

has played a role throughout American history and has had

success j-n obtaini-ng its goals in the past.. fn the post-t'JW

II era, isolationism as a reacti-on t,o American adventurism

has maintained a consistent yet tertiary appeal in the US:

Generally since the late L94Ots, two-thirds to
three-quarters of the public has favored an active
part, whereas only one fourth has wanted the
country trto stay out of world affairs.rr Although
there was a slight. increase in isolationist
sentiment after the Viet,nam War, the proportj-ons
had nearly returned to their previous levels by

z@Richard W. Leopold The Groruh of American Foreign Policv: A History (Alfred A Ituopt Net'York)
1962 p.17. Emphasis added.
zrh.ealists such as Kissinger want the US to continue to be the holder of the world balance of pon'er. the

arbiter of the main regional power groups, and the watchdog against all imperialistic trouble-makers.

Internationalists want a greatet role for mullilateral institutions and more emphasis in human needs and

rights, the environment, and democracy. Stanley Hoffinan "Bush Abroad" The New York Revieq- VOL.

39, NO. 18, November 5,1992 p. 59.
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the late 1970ts. Indeed, in the spring of L9771
79 percent of the public agreed that rtthe United
States has a real responsifiility to take a very
active role in the worl-d.tr

Historically, isolationism has pl-ayed a rol-e in the

American experience. However, the lessons of t,he Interwar

period and the failure of the League of Nations remind

policy-rnakers of the dangers of remaining aloof. The nature

of the isotationist positJ-on lends very little credibility

to its applicability in policy formulation in the l-990s:

Pat Buchananrs revival of the l-94Ots sJ-ogan rAmer-
ica Firstr is, like isol-ationj-st slogans of the
past, more a cry of despair than a counsel of
practicaÌ policy for the l-ast century, isola-
tionism has been more of a polj-tical rallying cry
than a policy anyone could put into place
isolatj-onism will- continue to be a mirage ' a
source "r\, fascination visible only in the
distance.

Às Wal-ter LaFeber points out, isolationism or neo-

isolationism, is in its nature similar to any other foreign

policy ideology. EssentialIy, isolationism emerges and

fades as a function of the politi-cal environment on both the

domestic and international scenes:

Americans tend to become political Itj-sol-ationistsrr
when they cannot dominate international affairs
and rtinternationalistst' politically when they can.
Rarely have Àmericans been prepared to bargain or
to compromise their freedom of action. They have
joined such organÍzations agr.the United Nations
when t.hey could control them.--"

2ttThomas Brewer American Foreign Polic.v-: A Contempora+'Introduction @rentice-Flall, Inc.,

Englewood Clitrs, N.J.)1980 p. 66.
zr2Michael Ba¡one "The American isolationist mirage" US Nervs & World Report February 3, 1992 p.29.
tt'Walter Lafeber America. Russia- and the Cold Wa¡: 1945-1984 Filìh editon (Alfred A. Knopf. New

York) 1985 p. 23.
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In t.he post-Cold War era, isolationism has little utility as

it fails to address the multitudinous issues in world

politics in which the US has a significant stake.

writing in L972, in the rnidst of the vietnam war,

Robert Tucker ill-ustrated the incompatibilities of

j-solationism with American foreign policy which remain

pertinent today. ttThe issuerr , he claims , tt is not one of

withdrawal from the world but one of redefining Americars

rel-ationship to the worl-d" .214

Furthermore, as wayne s. col-e argues, the isol-ationist

approach to foreign policy in t,he post-cold war era is

incongruous with the real-ities of the international- system:

It has been years since the united states could
properly feel so secure from direct nilitary
ãssäult- from abroad as it can at this moment.
Nonethel-ess, the shocking capabilities of nilitary
science and technotogiy; the spectacular speed of
its development, and the growing al^¿areness that
countries once thought to be too prinitive for
such developments are demonstrating surprising
potential in-those areas make it unlikely that the
ãivitian and miJ-itary leadership elites of the
United States wilt be persuaded that the country
can no\¡r relax its multilateral security concerns

traditionalin - .ways ,ru.o*P"tib1e with
isolationism. -

Tucker al-so discusses a variety of other reasons which

would avert the emergence of isolationism as a dominant

foreign policy ideologY:

...economic and strategic realities are considered
to preclude the possibility of a return to
isotãtionism as a policy. Our economic commitment
abroad, it is argued, compels a course of action

2roRobert W. Tucker A New Isolationism: Th¡eat or Promise? (Universe Books, New York) 1912 p. 17
ztswayine S. Cole'United St¿tes isolationism in the 1990s ?" International Journal VOL. 48, Winter

1992193 1993 pp. 4647.
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that rules out a
interdependence
inescapable fact
disreegl-$ed onIY
þer-ng.

return to isolationism- Economic
is for the United States an
of life, and one that may be
at the price of national weII-

Moreover, cole believes that the Anerican economy as well as

its accornpanying urban society very nearly mandate an active

and positive role for the uS in world affairs'217

The crux of the argument against isolationism is based

on the contemporary determinants and political

considerations existing in the international system'

pragmatísm, as a function of the realities of power

politics, precludes any abandonment of American objectives

and goals throughout the world which would jeopardize the

national interest- As Tucker aptly states:

...power creates responsibilities' ' 'great' .Pgwer
must in turn give rise to great responsibility,
and that this iesponsibility-is íncompat'ible with
isolationj-sm. . .A4Flicar s poI¡Ier precludes a return
to isolationism.---

Isolationism in the post-coId war era has, arguably'

been revealed as a chimera rather than a feasibl-e resolution

to t,he questl-ons being posed regarding the future of

American foreign policy. The NWO, having demonstrated the

willingness and abiJ-ity of the us to act' decisively in a

crisis, has reinforced public confidence in Amerj-can

foreign policy. The US-led coalitj-on victory in the GuIf

served as an example of how policy coul-d be implemented

ttuRobert W. Tucker oP. cit., 1972P.
tttwayne S. Cole op. cit., 1993 p.18.

''tRobert W. Tucker oP. cit., 1972 P.

18.

19.
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despite the unstable contingencies generally associated with

conftict in the Middle East.

First, and perhaps foremost, Bushrs policy reaffirmed

the notíon of exceptionalism as well as the belief in

America's hegemonic status. The successful implementation

of nilitary operations in the Gulf lent credibility to the

continuation of US leadership in world affairs. The

significance of these developments in the GuIf is not'

specious nor is it meant to be tautological. The betief in

American messianism, in its manif est destj-ny' was

replenished as a result of Bushrs vision and action during a

perÍod of tunnoil and uncertainty.

The conduct of foreign policy during the Gul-f war

arguably, served as a catalytic element for t'he continuat'ion

of American infÌuence in the post-Cold l{ar era. Rather than

vanquj-shing its role, and perhaps refocusing its energies on

domestic matters, the US fulfilled its obligations as a

Ieader in the international- community. The suj generis

nature of American hist,ory in world affairs and its

evolution to Superpower status would appear to preclude any

other course of action.

us foreign policy finds its epistemological sources in

the dichot,omous relationship between realism and ideaLisin'

Both power and morality have, over the years, served as

divergent j-ntel-lect.ual touchstones f or f orei-gn policy.

Bushrs NWO exemplifies this tradition. Based on the words

and actions of statesmen in us hj-story, the Nwo was
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fashioned from sources as diverse as Jefferson and Hannilton,

and Wilson and Truman. As a resul-t of this correlation of

moralj-ty and power, Bushrs policy evolved as a pragmatic

response to the crisis in the GuIf.

The creation and implementation of the NWO also served

the purpose of addressing American interests in the GuÌf

region. National interest, in part defined as a desire to
maintain a stabl-e envj-ronment in the Middle East, represents

a probable justification for American involvement in the

Gul-f crisis. The rationalization of US interventionism

reveals many other sources for involvement which j-nclude:

access to vital- oj-l supplies, and the redressing of Iraqi
actj-onsr âs well as the exportation of Western (i.e.

American) values. Fortunately, Amerj-can actions associated

with the NWO were not simply motivated by crusading

moralism. Bushts policy included the use of force and power

to attaj-n his objectives. Both aspects of the NWO find
their source, however, in the desire to promote the national

interest. Morgenthau acknowledged the significant dichotomy

between morality and power in the conduct of foreign policy.

Hov¡ever, he also argued that in the course of pursuing the

national interest in international relations, that rnoralj-ty

and power could be married to form a sound basis for polj-cy:

Political- thought and politicaJ- action moved on
different planes, which, however, inclined to
merge in the end...The choice is not between moral
principles and the national- interest, devoid of
moral dignity, but between one set of moral-
principles divorced from politicaJ- reaJ-ity, and
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another set of 4P#aI pri-nciples derived f rom
political realitY.'-'

Bushrs policy exemplifies the ability of the us to

maintain its hegemonic leadership while also being

conditioned by the messianistic values in Amerj-can history'

The NWO, arguably, is an a fortiori representation of the

national interest. fts epistemological sources in rhetorj-c,

tradition, and international- environment reveal the depth of

its origins. The implementation of the policy replenished

all of the strengths which had been questioned since the

Vietnam era. Furthermore, the end of the Col-d War fueled

apathy for American commitments and obligations abroad. À

revisÍonist interpretation of US interventionism arguably,

prornpted the reemergence of the isolationist school. The

NWO, however, served to demonstrate that the national

interest could only be fulfilled when the US was prepared t'o

demonstrate its leadership in order to rnaintain stability in

international- relations-

The íntervention in the Persian Gulf aided in the

ill-umination of several significant el-ements in the conduct

of US foreign policy. Not only was American leadership and

hegemony salvaged, but al-so relat|ve st.ability \,.tas returned

to the Persian Gulf hence the maintenance of the status

quo. The utilization of both moralism and power enabled

Bush to implement policy conducive to the national interest

by maintaining stability, asserting the status 9uo,

2tI{ans J. Morgenthau In Defense of tlhe Nâtionat Interest: A Critical Examination of American Foreign

Polic,y (AJfred A. Knopl New York) i95l pp. 19 &'33.
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conf irming Amerj-can leadership, export,ing t{estern ( i . e.

American) values of democracy and justice al-l whil-e

operating within the parameters established by the United

Nations, incJ-uding Russia.

Àmericars widely defined national interest Bushrs

consideration of multiple variables concerning the interest

of t,he international actors serves the purposes of US and

the comrnunity of nations at large. The NWO does not falI

prey t,o Niebuhrts rrnarrowing of interesttr to a point of

egoistic self-concern :

It is not, easy for a nation to be concerned wj-th
any other nation in altruistic terms. The
diif erence between i-ndividual and col-lecti-ve
morality is immense and is established by the -factthat cól1ective se.l-f -concern is a compound of
individual egioism, collectively expressed, and the
spirit of loyalty and self-sacrifice of the
iñOiviaual which the cornmunity easily appropriates
for its own ends. rt was a dictum of George
Washington that a nation \^tas not to be trusted
beyond its own interests... [A] nation that is too
préoccupied with its own interests is bound to
ãefine those interests too narrowly. It will do
this because it wiII fail to consider those of its
interests which are bound up in a web of mutual-
interests with other nations- .. In short, the
national int,erest when conceived only from the
standpoint of the self-interest of the nation is
bound to be define$^too narrowly and therefore to
be self -def eating. "'

Bushts Nwo satisfies the policy criteria of

representing the US national interest both domestically and

on t,he j-nternational scene. The implementation of the Gul-f

War poticy reified Americars commitments, hence aJ-lowing the

"h.einhold Niebuh¡ Reinhold Niebuh¡ on Politics: His Potitical Philosophl'a¡d Its Application to Our

Age Expressed in His Writines Harry R. Davis & Roberf C. Good eds. (Cha¡les Scribner's Sons, New

York) 1960 pp.332-333.
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US to retain its status of

outl-ines the necessitY for

leadership" Richard Nixon

the continuation of US

commitments:

The renewal of Àmerj-ca at home is necessary for
the renewal of our example abroad. When the
people of the world look to Àmerica for
leadership, we want them to see not just the
strongest and richest country on earth but also a
uniquely good country. The American people are
industrious, generous, and devout; they have great
character and spirit. They rise to any challenge
they are gíven. tVe st.ill have the power to move
others. Do we have the po\.ver to move ourselves?
Ultimately, a country that has lost faith in its
ideals ,g¡nnot expect its ideals to appeal t'o
otners.

As the foreign policy of a Superpower, isolatj-onism

presents itself as an unfeasible solution. The political

environment of the international system will not permit it.

Rather, a policy conducive to continued US involvement and

commitment reinforces Àmerican l-eadership and influence over

the global agenda in which it maintains a significant stake.

The NwO provided an example not a blueprint of how a

policy, derived from both idealist and realist schools of

thought and based on the national interest' can effect

results. Based on the moraJ-ity of Wilsonian rhetoric and

.Americars diptomatic tradition, the NWO Ic¡as created out of

the cl-inate of the internatíonal environment.

Bush possessed both the capabilities (power) and the

wisdom (virtue) in the creation and implementation of

policy. Isolationism, as it \^¡as utilized by realist

tt'Richard Nixon Bey'ond Peace (Random House, New York) 1994 p.23.
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Arnerican statesmen in the early years of the repubJ-ic

before it achieved Superpower status - was once a pragimatic

policy. During the early years of growth and development,

the US needed to isolate, even shelter j-tself from the

entanglements of Eurocentric power politics. Ho\^Iever, in the

contemporary system isolationist ideas have become

extraneous. Nixon iltustrates this point with significant

clarity:
As we enter the twenty-f j-rst centuryr wê must
adopt a clear-headed policy based on practical
ideãlisrn and enlightened realism. For the first
time in fifty yearsr wê have the pov/er to set a
course for the next century so that all, not just
some, nations can exPerience t î victory of
freedom over tyrannY in the world.

only in this manner can the us hope to fulfill its

national interest. The dilemma however, lies in the fact

that the course of internatj-onal politics and American

foreign policy are inextricably linked to one another.

Therefore, in order to pursue a policy representative of the

national interest, the US needs to remain actively committed

to international relat,ions. The US found such a policy in

Bushrs approach. The NWO, as considered from three

perspectives in American politics, fulfitled the criteria of

the national interest during the GuIf crisis. Derived from

realism, idealism, and Amerj-can political philosophy, the

NWO embodies the national interest. Meineckers description

of the nature of raison d'état demystifies the sources and

motivations of state behavior:

"'rbid., p.34.
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Rajson d'état is the fundamental principle of
national conduct, the Staters first Law of Motion.
It te1ls the statesman what he must do to preserve
the health and strength of the State. The State is
an organic structure whose ful1 polÁ¡er can only be
maintained by allowing it in some way to continue
growing; and raison d'état indicates both the path
and the goal for such a growth. This path and
this goal cannot be chosen at random; but neither
can exactly t,he same ones be prescribed for al-l
States. For the State is also an individual
structure wíth its own characteristic way of life;
and the laws general to the species are nodified
by a particular structural pattern and a
particular environment. So the rj-ntelligencer of
the State consists in arriving at a proper
understanding both of ítself and its envj-ronment,
and afterwards in usj-ng this understanding to
decide the principles which are to guide its
behavior. These principles are always bound to be
at the same time both individual and general, both
constant and changeabJ-e. They wil-I change subtly
as alterations take place in the Stat,e j-tself and
the environment. But they must al-so taJ-ly with
what ís last,ing in the structure of the individual-
Stat,er ês well as with that which is permanent in
the laws governing the life of all States. Thus
from the realm of what is and what will be, there
constantly emerges, through the medium of
understandj-ng, a notion of what ought to be and
what must be. The statesman must, if he is
convinced of the accuracy of his understanding of
t,he sit,uation, act in accordance with it in order
to reach his goal. The choice of path to the goal
is restricted by the particular nature of the
State and its environrnent. Strictly speaking,
only one path to the goal- (i.e. the best possible
one at the moment) has to be considered at any
t,ime. For each State at each particular moment
there exists opç. ideal- course of action, one ideal
raison d'état."""

The fulfillment of the national interest has bot,h

domestic and inLernational ramifi-cations for the US.

'23Friedrich Meinecke Machiavellism: The Doct¡ine of Raison D'Etat and Its Place in Modern History
(YaIe Unir,srsify Press, New llaven) 1962 p.l. The history of the concept of 'national interest' goes back

to the e¿¡liest stages of the evolution of tÏe modern state, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, first
in Italy and then in England. After the advent of nationalisrn, the older terms - the'will of tlte prince',

'dynastic interests', or raison d'état - were gradually replaced by reference to the nation. The term

'national interest' has been extensively used by American süatesmen ever since the establishment of the

Constitution. Joseph Fra¡kel National Interest (Praeger Publishers, New Yorþ 1970 p. 20.
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Considering Àmericars stake in the international arerìa, the

Nwo provj-ded a policy from which desired ends, both at home

and abroad, could be realized,.2Z{ The maintenance of Middle

East stability as well as the reification of Àrnerican

exceptional j-sm were two of the rnotivational f actors

regarding the Persian Gulf campaign. Às a result of the

American-led intervention in the Gulf, the Àmerican national

interest was satisfied in both fora. The restitution of the

national int,erest via the implementation of the NWo-Gulf l^/ar

policy would have remained unsatisfied had Bush decided to

choose another path such as crypto-isolationism. The role

the adninistration chose for the US to reassert, in the post-

Cold War era was indelibly that of world leadership. Ruggie

observes that the US has been a world pov¡er throughout the

twentieth century and thus has had both worldwide interests

and capabilities.22s

The varíous conmitments the US has undertaken since the

end of WW II out,Iined the role the nation would continue to

play in the future if it, desired to maintain its

multidimensional- hegemonic status j-n international

relati-ons. As American involvement in international

relations increased, its ability to establ-ish a more stabl-e

world order grew. The result was a world order dominated by

ttoHav'ing tested the waters of public opinion, Bush sought to implement the NWO as a pragmatic

interpretation of long-standing traditiors in American foreign poliq. Furthermore, as a result of the

implementation of the NWO, the US was able to continue exporting its values of freedom, equaliþ', ald
justice for the purpose of fostering a more st¿ble internation¿l environment.
ttsJohn Gerard Ruggre "Third Try at World Order ? America and Multilateralism afrer the Cold Wa¡"
Political science ouarterly vol-. 109, No. 4 1994 p. 561.
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Western democratj-c-capitalist val-ues. The end of the Col-d

War seemed to represent an opportunity for the Bush

administration to reaf f irrn Americats resol-ution to strong

globaJ- Ieadership and international st,abiJ-ity. The three

different perspectives examined in thj-s thesis indicate the

undertying elements of contemporary American foreign policy.

The need for American involvement in global rnatters remaj-ns

essential to political stability in the US and abroad. The

NWO provided such a policy in the transitional nature of

the post-containment era. Based on the beliefs and values

of American statesmen dating back to the founding of the

republic as well as the unique nature of the international

system, the NWO provided a balanced approach to the Gul-f

crisis. Essentially, the NWO represents the fundamental

characteristics associated with American foreign poli-cy for

over two centuries. Richard Nixon expresses his views on

this point clearlY:

As we enter the twenty-first centuryr wê must
adopt a clear-headed policy based on practj ca1
ideãlism and enlightened realism. For the first
time in f ift,y years r wê have the power to set a
course for the next century so that all, not just
some, nations can experience the victory of
freedom over tyranny in the worId. - -Idea1ism
without realism is nalve and dangerous. Realisrn
without idealism is cynical and meaningless. The
key to effectíve leadership at home and abroad is
a real-istic idealisn 2!å"t succumbs to neither
utopianism nor desPair.---

The three perspectives herein developed facil-itate the

understanding of the NWO. By illustrating the sj-gnificance

'2uRichard Nixon op. cit.,1994 pp.34 & L92
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of Àmerican exceptionalism and rhetorical symbolisn as a

means of promoting public opinion, the importance of the

liberal-democratic tradition, and the external structural

determinants, Bushts poticy becomes intelligible. The

ability to comprehend his vision finds its sources not only

in the immediate political crisis in the Gulf but also in

the rich history and tradition which defines American

diplonacy.

The rationalizations for intervention run deeper than

the simple redressment of Iraqi belligerence but rather,

into a nationrs past where the answers to its actions may be

discovered. The role undertaken by t'he US remains that of

international leadership. Both historical and contemporary

events make this choice seemingly obvious. In exercising

this leadership, under the influence of power politics and

moral values, the US flâY, arguably, satj-sfy its national-

interest in the post-Co1d I,Iar era. In the context of the

NWO, the US sought to confirm its position in world politics

via the implementation of policy derived from both

idealistic messianism and power politics. The success of

the GuIf War campaign seemed to corroborate Americars claim

to its continued hegemoni-c status.
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